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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. HOS KISS Irma, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, APRIL BS 1914 VOLII101 111.1, SO. 4
FARM ERS' INSTITUTE CLOSES FOUR ROADS
AFTER TWO DAYS' SESSION PURCHASED.
Numerous Papers And Talks Were Heard With Great
Profit By Large Crowds.
MEETING WAS SUCCESSFUL IN EVERY WAY.
On Saturday morning the second
day's session of the Farmers Institute
at Obureh Hill was opened promptly at
nine o'clook by chairman J. D. °lard,
with a prayer.
',SPIESS READ
J. A. Brownie( and J. W. Riley read
papers "Bed Vartedes ot Oorn and how
to Dueness." The sishierie was further
discussed by 0. N. Merriwether, N. A.
%oven sod others. I B. Nall then
gave a history and description of the
preoess by which the factory at Owens-
boro prepares F 0, Clardy
In the absentee of F. M. Pierce read a
papec on -Gardens : Loportanoe and
hew to care for these," which was m-
obil eng imenceive. Dissembles" fel-
W. R. &OM WM ahem.
I
maginal selection. J. W. McGaughey
and W. G. Fox ably handled the sub-
jest, "General Outlook for Farmers in
the Future." Several questions were
asked, some of which were answered
by I. B. Nall.
"Intensive Clativation of Special
Crops or Divers fled Farming, Which?"
was responded to by Mr. Fox Holloway
in an instructive paper. This subject
was dimmed by J. J. Garrott and oth-
ers. "Insects Detrimental to Farm
Crops" was passed, owing to thriabeenee
of Prof. Garman. "Best Tobacco for
this section" ass responded to t y Ed
Jones and W. H. Adams. This sub-
ject was further disowned by J. IL
Adana. M. V. Owen, Senator Orenshaw
bed other& J. B. ilifspetA _mad A. N.
Seery reeltseiriendeltANIM
and improved farm Implements.
The following question was then tak-
en up: "Relation of Farmers to Poli-
tics," Senator Orenshaw read an elabo
rate and interesting paper stating said
relations from beginning of time to the
premed. Mr. J. N. Adams gave a talk
on the subjects whine' was heartily ap-
plauded.
Hon. J. D. Clardy gave a good talk
on the subject, "How to secure and
Maintain Soil Fertility."
P1t0F. SCOVELL'S PAPER.
Prof. &oval of experiment station of
Lexington, read an exhaustive paper on
the subject, giving the composition of
different soils, its formation, etc.
ties, Lexington, Ky., lead a lengthy
and saluseative paper on "All About
••-• Oommeroial linserpriese." exhibiting a
tehulased basement of the rondo of
Mae eXporimouts made at the Mantis
wtth fertilisers. After reading his pa-
pers, many questions were propounded,
which brought out some very important
poises as fertilisers.
Sy reqlese the subjoin of poeltry was
Oakes ap, and Mrs. Seale Northington
and Mrs. L. G- Gahm. read papers on
Is sattlemadving their experience,rem
idles for diem's, of poultry, also their
seanagenuese which was listened to
wisk grolound dhow' and will prove
rateable Is poeltry breeders.
VIVEAT
Wheat °altars" was the next redden.
Mr. J. B. Candle read a paper giving in
debit' his rotation of crops. Own is
followed by clover, thee two crops of
wheat, then in following spring dower
seed again. He mys this is more tabs-
Inebery than the old four dald rotation.
1111 ewe 1.34 bushels per sore. This
wee dimmed by IL D. Adams. W. H.
Adams and ethers.
0.11. aberwe read a paper giving his
plea. He is sameseful with clover and
varies his /Mabee as judgment may
seams ; sows some peas and plows
ander the peas sonseSisnes; sows lit
bushels to the acre.
"All about Strawberries" was the
gobbet of J W. Fowl's paper. He im-
aged into detail into the propagation of
am plants, preptrition of soil, planting
et vises and cultivaticn of same. All
ma have berries if they will follow the
plat laid out by Mr. Feud.
N. B King read a paper giving his
plans and espr ritnoe in the dairy busi
sees, and after having followed it for
• term of years has been successful.
Be always Inds a ready marks' for the
prochtees of his dairy. etc Mr. J. B.
Welker made a lengthy talk on the sub-
ject, es:dente( all Mr. King said and
bringing out manly prtarinent points In
the badness. K D. Jones and R. IL
Smith. of Shelby oomay, diseasesd she
gumbos.
"Hoge—The Best Breeds and How to
Nabs Tibia" was the setjeot of R. II
Ragibee paper. Ha staged as his prof-
ane', the Poland Olden He nom-
seemeed heg houses and iota so make
hese pay. B. K. Smith. president of
She Swine Breeden' Anseetation, gave
as Interesting talk as Mb 'ablate and
resseasseded to raise hogs all the time,
though they may sell low.
The Groat Bill was discussed by Prof.
Selma He gave the akin" of the bill
end be history in the Onsgreas of the
UMW States.
Country Roads were discussed by .1.
D. Clardy, W. el. Adams, Z. D. Jones
end others.
INSTTTIFTE CLOSED.
OW. I. B. Nall. Orminissioner of Agri-
sentare, in appropriate words, thanked
the einem" of the oossaunisy for their
heepeesiity and hearty co-operstion.
. Tao institute was a great success in tlY-
cry remote.
Prom Raturday's:datly.
The farmers' institute was called to
order Friday morning at Church Hill
by J. B. Caudle, Worthy Mutter of
Church Hill Grange. Dr. J. D. Clardy
was *looted permanent chairman of the
Mabee' and sesied the objects of the
malting. Mr. J. J. Garrott was elected
secreeary.
WELC41111£ WO Anne'.
• song of welcome was sung by Ile
Church Hill Grange choir. Mr. A. H.
Walla," in an eloquent speech welcom-
ed She Clemmissioner of Agriculture. I.
B. MD end his assistants. Ool. Nall
responded. He gave a brief explana-
Oise of farmers' institutes and the ben-
bib to be derived from them. After e
DO YOU GET UP
WMI A LAME BACK?
lithiey Treile BOW Too Illberable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
men Is sere to know of the wonderful
cures made by Dr.
Khmer's Swamp-Root,
the great kidney. fiver
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi-
cal triumph of the nine-
teenth century; dis-
covered after years of
scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the emi-
nent kidney and blad-
der specialist, and is
wonderfully succondul in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trou-
bles sad Bright's Disease, which is the worst
turn of kidney trouble.
Dr. Khmer's Swasnwitoot Is not rec-
ommended for everything but if you have kid-
ney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. It has been tested
in so many ways. in hospital work. in premiss
practice, among the hotness too poor to pur-
chase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
eimple bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
Radon d you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
eller in this paper and
Mad your address to
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing-
beimes, N. Y. The
Wane are said by all good druggist&fifty cent and me.../ eireme-ama
From Friday's SAW.
The farmers' institute was insurers-
it'd at Church Hill this morning with a
large attendance, and a program of
great interest was carried out
COL. NALL'S ADDRESS.
An address of welcome was delivered
by Mr. A H. Wallace and the response
was spoken by Hon. I. B. Nall, Own-
Hoe. I. B. Nall, Stale Commissioner of
Agrionleare.
mission." of Agriculture, who is con-
doning the institute. He explained
the object of the institute work and the
method of getting the papers and dis-
cussions disseminated among, the farm-
ers of the bate. Be took oricasion to
Impress Upon the owner' of land the
necessity of preserving and keeping up
the fertility by proper rotation and such
other methods as tend to maintain the
soil. He expressed the belief that regu-
lar crops may be taken from the soil
and by proper cultivation no injury
done it. The (Muth Hill Grange and
farmers' olabs generally 'hooka be en-
couraged and supported because their
objet is to improve the methods of
farming and to afford farmers the op-
portunity to gain information by wo-
ws with one another. He said that he
did not exactly take the position that
Chief Black Hawk did, that man hay
not the right to sell the land, but only
to use it for his living, though he some-
times almost wished' that it were the
law so that a farmer *mule not wear out
his laud and then sell it for a song and
go west for another. The time has
come, he thought, when public policy
demands the preservation of the fent'
ity in order to meet the heavy draft of
an increasing population for food.
He invited every one present to join
In the dieouseion of the elitism on the
program. If they have an idea it may
be worth something to a fellow farmer
and through the Westgate be wetted
abroad.
OTHER EXERCISES.
Profitable talks were made and papers
read by farmers and others present.
The institute will continue through
Saturday Twenty papers on a variety
of farming subjects will be read and
discussed.
Moor Aro Tows Kaftan?* t
Po. Keetes'PIU. care all Manor LU.. few
mobs& Add. itamod7 Co..Chloago or IL Y.
TOBACCO MARKET.
BROM= WALLS' IMPORT.
Broker N. D. Buie" 'Mtn to the
Nsw ERA as follows:
"The market opened steady to fine at
last week's quotations and run Bloody
throughout sale Demand good for all
offerings. Quality improving. Suit-
able handling weather is making de-
liveries of lone tobacco liberal. Quite
luxe sales made privately of the boner
grades and old stock."
LOCAL QUOTATIONS.
Primo this week prevailed as follows:
LCOS
LOW  
  7144 00
Common 4 00.4 50
Medium  
  4 beta 6 00
Good 6 00(05 50
Fine  
 6 40(48 00
LW.
Low  5 75(56 60
Oemeams  
 . 6 50® 7 75
Medium  8 vie® 9 75
Good • • 10 000t 12 60
Fine .19 60414 60
mammon's =Torr.
Reoeipes for week, 
 890
Year, 
  5060
Sales for week.  
 
587
Year  1687
Offetings 
  158
RelsoSions  65
Action of Court Is Heart-
ily Approved.
Only TwoCompanies Have
Failed To Come To
1 erms.
Frogs Friday's daily.
The action of the fiscal nun yester-
day in purchasing four of the turnpikes
and the terms on which the trade was
made met with universal approval.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
Forty-eight miles were bought, the
oonsidernion being $57,000. All the
Weiner of the omen was transacted by
the anantmewe vote of the members.
Propositions from the Kentucky and
Teaseasea Os. 00 sell 11 miles fur $9,000
intim= the Hopkinsville, Nashylle &
Bradshaw to sell 9. miles for $9,000
were both accepted.
An cffer of $15,000 was made by the
wart to the Hopkioirrille, Ointon and
Newland piss, 103O miles, and tbe rep
resounding of the company append
before the court and formally accepted
the offer. The Christian County Union
Turnpike 0o. accepted an offer of $34,-
000 for their 133O miles of pike.
The Hopkineville, Princeton and
Oadis Co. was offered 84,503 for SOO
miles. At his request, President W. D.
Summers was given until May 1 to so
apt or rejeet this offer,
The Hopkinaville & Clarks' Branch
Co. refund the court's offer of $6 760
for their tiji miles.
The representatives of the several
companies with whom the magistrates
treated follow:
THE REPRESENTATIVES
For Union Co., H. C. Gent and W.
T. Tandy; Olarks' Branch, J. T. Ed-
munds and W. H. Moors; Nashville &
Bradshaw, T. W. Garnett and Jno. G.
Willis; Canton & Newstead, J. D. Clier-
dy and G. H. Stowe; Kentucky & Ten-
nesse*. J. F. Garnett and W. G. Wheel-
er; Prinoeton & Cadiz, W. D. Sum-
Men.
ANNUAL SALE
Of Church Hill Grange Will Be field
May 24.
The annual sale of the Christian
County Church Hill Grange will be held
this year at Ohuroh Hill, on Friday.
May 24
The sale will incInde a floe lot of cas-
tle, sheep, etc. These sales are always
Woken forward to with great interest,
and the one this year promises to be the
biggest yet held.
CROPS DELAYED.
All Vegetatloo Bas Beat Checked By The
Cool Weather.
The weekly crop report on Kentucky
as issued by Section Director H. B.
Hersey is as follows:
The put week has been too cool for
crops of all kinds. Nothing was injur
ed by the cool weather, but the growth
of all vegetation was checked. Wheat
continues to improve and the outlook
Is much more satisfactory; in some lo-
calities it is reported to be fully up to
the average for the time of year.
Tobacco plants are in good condition,
but growing very slowly on account of
the cool weather.
Oorn land has generally been broken
and considerable planted in the son'hern
and wItaidrD portions of the State, but
cool weedier and rains have delayed
this work.
The outlook for fruit is very encour-
aging. Peaches are in bloom in nearly
all section*, and plums, cherries and ap
pies are beginning to bloom In the
southern arid western portion of the
State.
Grass in meadows and pastures and
oats and rye are looking healthy, but
advancing slowly. Old clover woo bad-
ly winter killed, but new clover is doing
well.
Farm work is progressing fairly well,
Light frosts were reported in some lo-
°sheers, but no damage resulted. Rum
weather is needed.
C._ 4%. EA "JV C".• 3130. %. •
Beanies 1.4 Ord Yet Maw aie.* deft
Drelese
el It76rote
Pregy
Children
" We have three children. letare the
birth of the last enemy wife used four bot-
tles of MOTHER'S FRIEND. U you had the
pictures of our children, you could see at
a glance that the last one
M healthiest, prettiest an]
finest-looking of them all.
My wife thinks Mother's
Friend Is the greatest
and grandest
remedy in the
World for expect-
ant mothers."—
Written by a Ken-
tacky Attorney-at
-LAW.
NI Ili; S
REID prevents nine-teoths of thesuffering Incident to child-birth. The coedit mother's
disposition and temper retools anratfk0
throughout the ordeal, because this relax-
ing, pasetratlig Ihdment relieves the
anal distress. A good-oatured mother
Is pretty sure to have a good-natured child.
The patient Is kept in a strong, healthy
Condition, which the child also inherits-
Mother's Friend takes a wife through the
crisis quickly and almost painlessly.
assists us her ram recovery, and wirer rested end imprisoned.
Off the dangers that so often follow de- Caron Parr was born in Alsace,Prance
Way. Dec. 1 111.25. His father served under
MY by diniggless ar $ .betas.
TIM BRADFIELD REOL1LATOR Em•- --
mere Napoleon and as one of theCAN
survivors of Waterloo, had bestowed
Geed see AtrTiee:Arn7eAse.e"..isd beak inhale
eetwaseet wooers. 
upon him the decoration of the Oros" of
ta
Legion d'Honnenr.
OLD FIDDLERS CONTEST.ICOMMITTEE FAVORS FUSIONON PRACTICABLE BASIS.
Between Two Thousand Five Hundred and Three
Thousand People (ireatly Enjoyed The Entertain-
ment At The Union Tabernacle.
NOVEL PROGRArl ATTRACTIVELY RENDERED.
Frees urday's daily.
lit and folks filled Union Tuber.
naslel.t night. Between twenty five
hundred and three thousand delighted
people heard old-time, rag-time, drag-
tone no-time airs, wito enough:
class , concourse of sweet sounds
sandwiched to please all tastes.
Omit Success
The success of the contest surpassed
even the most sanguine expectations
Every body, participants and audience
alike, had a royally good time. The
old fiddlers played with great earnest-
ness and skill, nearly all captured pri-
ses, and the plaudits that greeted their
efforts must have warmed tinuekler of
their hearse. The Elks. Masons and
EpworSh League, under whose auspices
the entertainment was given, each
cleared a tidy sum for their respective
treasuries. 1 he gross receipts were
0551.85. The reserve seat sale amount
ed to 8360, and $291 85 was taken in at
the itZ :
Th were about Shiley old fiddlers
who took part in the various contest,
and each one acquitted himself with
great coedit. A number of grey haired
of the bow, ranging in ages
from jiasy to eighty-four, participated
withO enthusiasm much usias and enjoy-
ment 
at 
the younger men. Mr. Prichitt,
the one-armed fiddler of Cerulean who
plays alt the oldoime airs by bolding
its bow between his knees and moving
the fiddle against it, made a fine ire-
prenion by his novel performance.
There Was one lady player, Mrs. A. E.i
Portland. Tenn., who easily
held be Own with the sterner sex.
Baud Was Excelleat.
Girard's brass band played a number
of seligillesis that proved to be decided
femur"' of the program. Many people
had overlooked the fact that there was
a splendid band in the community, and
the mud, furnished by the organization
was a very pleasant revelation. The
orchestra also was cordially received.
The tabernacle had been decorated
with gnat taste. When the curtains
enclostig the platform were removed,
the old fiddlers, the band, orchestra,
judges, General Manager Wilgue, and
Mr. John Feland, the master of oere-
moniein were diecovered seated in tiers
rhe °regimentation of the stage consist-
ed of a great back-ground of alternating
purple and, white; an arch above the
platform was wrapped in the same ool-
ors, aadeuspended over the center was
• fiddle of heroio size, covered with
rues and illuminated with many elec-
tric lights.
The judges were:
Messrs. W. W. Barksdale, of Olarks-
ville; H. H. Holman, of Madisonville;
Jack Wyly, of Princeton; Mrs. Barks-
dale, of Clarksville, and Mrs. Ford L.
Wilkinson. Mrs. Barksdale was substi-
tuted for Mrs. A. W. Wood, who could
not be present.
Mr. Feland, who throughout the eve-
°tog could not hive been improved on
as manor of ceremonies, made a few
graceful reinarkg in reference to the
program and the participants. and intro
dnoed Misses Brarling and Elgin, who
played a charming violin dart.
The inspiring tone of "Dixie" by the
band.orobestra and fiddlers enthused the
audience and was cheered to the echo.
The first of the old fildlers• contests
was that of Olavs No loight performers.
rhe fiddlers and the selections follow:
F. W. Owen,: Kelly's. 'Devil's
Dream"; W T Eimunds, Eddrville,
Ky. ,'Downfall of Paris"; M L Stokes.
"Uucle rlatt"
Stokes,
aged 72, of
Todd county,
one Of the prize
wfinners
and a typical
"Old Fiddler."
Elkton, "Billy on the Low Ground";
Mrs 14 A Deming, Portland, Tenn,
"Tom and Jerry"; 0 H Faulkner, Gra-
oeYe "Seleo•ion"; Wm King, Smyrna
Toon, ' Ham Fat Man"; 0 ok
Clarksville, "Have You Any ()cop
Thing"; Goa Buie, Sinking Fork,
•q_irt-y Eagle."
Fiddlers Cheered.
The old time tunes rendered ex
lenity by the contestants brought do
the house. An through the evening
the fiddlers were greeted with great ape
platue whenever they played. The
er contests were as follows:
FAMILY Correa : C. A. Mel
itobers MoCarrcli, Jodie Jo
and John H. McOaeroll, repreunting
three generations.
FMDings Ovine Sorry Fain OF Aoz:
Jno Morris. New Providence, 73; B A
Neblett, Clarksville, 65; F II Owen,
Kelly's, 68, Matt L Blokes. Elkton, 73;
W T Randle, city, 63; 0 A MoOarroli,
oily, 83; Dick Williams, Clarksville, 62;
D Brown, oily, 63; Bad MoCarroll,
oily, 64.
CounrowiLLn vs HOPKINSVILLS: For
Clarksville, Doc Blair, 0. H. Barnes.
John McDonald, J H Gold For Hop
kinsalle, Dr 0 W loekey, W P Hord,
8 hi Morris and Tobe Morris. This was
regarded by the audience as the most
Important contest of the evening. Both
quartets played magnifloently and the
judger were unable first to agree, and
new selection. had to be given. Final-
ly, the prize, a large and beautifully
ornamented coke, baked for the occasion
by Griffith & Winter, was courteously
awarded the visitors
INDIVIDUAL CONTHST No Jap
White Plains, "Jennie Put She Kettle
On." R B Bourne, city, "Billy In the
Lowground." V F Ward, Olarksvil e,
"Money Musk." J W Morrie, New
Providence, "Natohes " Wm Pritchett
Cerulean, one-armed fiddler, "Wild
Goose." Dr 0 W Lackey, Pembroke,
"Jordan Oottelear." A E Denning.
Portland, •'Nigger in the Road." N 0
Waller, Clarknelle, "Billy Cheatham."
CHRISTIAN Contrrr vs HOFILINSVILLS:
0ounty.—Jap Blab, Walter Clark, Dick
Williams, F. N. Owen. Hopkineville—
V. F. Randle, T. E. Bartley, N. D
Brown. J. U. Hord, R. R. Bourne, Jack
Meadow, Jamie McPherson.
KleNTUCHT Ts. Thltdrall Tonnes
see—Doo Blair, Jun McDaniel I. Jure
Gold, Short Welier, B B Welton', 0
K Barnes. K -ntucky—W F Randle,
Dr G W Lackey, T Z Bartley, J
Hord, W P Hord, Jap Sisk.
Mr. A F Witty, of the ourtity,wae in-
troduced in a olass by himself, and
with scoompanying instruments played
very pleasingingly.
Miss Wieflold's Selo
One number of the program that was
especially attraltive to cultivated ma
sienna was the violin solo, "Leo-
narde's Souvenirs de Haydn" by Miss
Blanche B Wiofield, of Olarksville.Miss
Winfield is an artist of great talent, aor
her execration and interpretation were
perfect.
Owing to the length of the program,
the two last numbers and the public
awarding of prises were emitted.
The orders that gave tbe contest are
to be congratulated on its thorough suc-
cess, and deserves the thanis of al
who attended for an evening of tar
enjoyment. Zypectial praise is due Mr
W Wilgus for his allow:et manag. -
meat of the performance.
CONFEDERATE Hone
SPRCIAL TO saw IRA.)
LOUISVILLE. Ky., April 18.—Clapt
D. Y. Parr, a retired capitalist and
Confederate sympathizer, of Louie-rine,
has presented to Col. Bennett H Young
and other 00atederates as truetees a
house and lot at Chestnut and Preston
Mee.% Nib city, to be u-ed as a home
fog and infirm Uoufederate soldiers
WINII enable to atattsio themselves.
Oeutoderstes will attempt to seoare
an appropriation from the Mats to help
establish sad maintain the home.
During the cavil war ()apt Parr own-
ed nameross steamboats on the Ohio
river. Ile was a strong Southern gym-
posahnZ and refused to allow his boats ,
to be Mid to transport Federal troops
and arms. Upon his refusal he was ax-
Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot Kan, a powder. It mores
painful, smarting, nervous feet and In-
growing nails, and instantly takes the
sting out of corns and bunions. It's
the greased oomfon discovery of the
age. Allen's Footloose makes tight or
new shoes feel easy. is a certain oure
for sweating, callous and hot, tired ach-
ing feet. Try it today. Bold by all
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for
35o in stamps. Trial paokage free. Ad-
dregs Allen 8 annelid, Le Buy, N. Y
Lost
Temper, Leisure and
Energy by the
housekeeper who
neglected to use
GOLD DUST
WeLshing Powder
But Not Ready To Endorse Any Ticket'6r Adopt
Specific Plans.
E1NATOR CRENSHAW URGED TO AGAIN OFFER.
Alike meeting of the Democratic
Malty committee Saturday nineteen
members were present. Fusion with
the independent Republicans was en-
dorsed, and Hon, B. 0. Crenshaw was
called on to make the race to succeed
himself u state senator.
Al TO FUSION.
The following resolutions in refer.
nos to fusion were adopted:
"Resolved, 1st That the county
committee favors fusion on some prac-
ticable basis hut at this juncture is
not prepared to endorse any ticket or
adopt any spec' fib plans.
"Snd. That Frank Bassett, Whit
Radford, Hunter Wood Jr., George
GI bey, Mat Jones, John Chilton, W L
er, W 0 Davis, L P'Pool be ap
e! a committee So matinee+ consid-
erations of •11 matters relating to fusion
but are not &eternised to make nomina-
tions for °Moe
"Sid Said committee shall boll
meeting at coil of the chairman and re-
port to meeting of this sommittee on
May 20th, 1 p in.
The following resolution endorsing
the course of Senator R. 0 Orensbaw
and calling on him to be a candidate to
succeed himself was rutted.
"Whereas, the Boo. R. 0 Orenshaw
having served the 6 h senatorial district
In the capacity of senator in three see-
nous in the Kentucky legislature to the
satisfaction of his cenetituents,
PLEDGE SUPPOIT.
"Resolved. That we the Democratic
committee ef Obsistian county 
_endorse
his wise and conservative warn as a
legislator, and request that he will be-
come a candidate to guessed himself in
the next legislature of the state, and we
do hereby pledge him our hearty and
nutted sappo•s in the next elution pro-
vided he is the nominee of our party
end will sooepS the nomination."
LOCAL TOBAC- 'MRS. WILLS
CO MARKET. IS DEAD
Active And Firm But Of-
ferings Were Small
Tobacco Season--Reports
Received From Clarks-
ville And Louisville.
The tobacco season of last week and
the present favorable prospects have
put planters, dealers and business men
in a humor sod will have the ef;iid
feel beselleing all lines of trade
Tbe sales cu the Hopkinsville market
MS Week included about SOO bhda. of
old lugs which were sold at private
sale. The offerings continued sina'L
but there was an improvement in qual-
ity and a larger percentage of leaf. The
market continued active and all grades
were firm. The weather during the
first part of the week was warm and
rainy and deliveries of loose tobacco
are increasing and the farmers will now
be able to strip out and bulk an of their
tobacco.
Hon I B Oommissiotter of Ag•
rieolture in his April crop report, gays
that the prospective acreage of this
year's dark tobacco crop is slightly
above that of 1900, while that of Burley
will be about 9 per cent less. The con
dither of plant beds April let was 95
per cent normal.
N. H. Clark & Bro write as follows
concerning the Clarksville Saban° mar-
ket:
"Our receipts were 679 lehda, offertory
on the breaks 40, sales 848. Oar mar-
ket continues active with a good gener-
al demand for all kinds off-red, though
with the strongest push on all grade of
lugs and the lower grain of leaf Com-
mon Inge were suffer and medium So
good lugs with subeetateee were a full Me
higher. Receipts "Toni offerings and
ansold stooks are Increasing. We have
bad rainy weather with higher temper-
ature, giving a tobacco handling season,
and reoeipa have been ful as the pris
tog houses.
"We quot- : Ism higs$1 60411 ; com-
mon lugs 4(5450; medium loge 450(55;
good lags 5 25@8; low leaf 5 75(46 75;
oommcn leaf 7(48; medium leaf 8 35®
9 50; good leaf 104;11 50 ; floe leaf 12®
1860; selections, none offering "
Total offerings upon She Louisville
market last week were 4,409 birdie 8,686
burley, 723 dark. Recoil/Cs were 3,501
toga/leads, an increase of 819 over two
weeks age
The market or burley has been irreg-
ular OATS that Of previous week, save
that she close was stronger. Oolory
grades in good order continue the lead-
en. Medium grades showed some bet-
terment during the week, while °cmrn
mon tobaccos, low grades excepted,
were weak acid ucehauged Dark to-
tone° was firm, especially on medium
leaf and lags.
NOTICE.
Christian Circuit Poen.
Samuel Admr.,
vs.
Rebecca William. &o.
All persons holeing teams against
the estate of Same! Williams, deced will
file theost with me at my law °Moe in
Hopkinsvide. Hy . properly
 verified so-
omting to taw on or before Jane I, 1901
or they will be barred.
DOUGLAS BILL,
Special i'ommissioner,
d 1 tW41
Food Changed to Poison.
Putrefying food in She natio' pro-
duces effects like those of arsenic, bet
Dr. KI eg's New Life Pills creel the pet-
eons from clogged bowel., gently, easily
but surely caring Oonatipatioo,
ness, Slob Headache, Fever, all Liver,
Kidney and Bower troubles. Only Me at
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Cook, L. L
ithrin and O.K. Wyly.
ANTI KINK.
Colored Si  and Brothers: For
years you have sought medicine 10
straighten your hair; we have it at last.
D xis Anti-Kink will positively remove
al Snots and kinks from your hair.
Bent post-paid for 25 unto
TAXIS hlIDICINS Cc, Brownsville,
Ten o.
-a*
Dears the The KIM YOS Isat
of
Noble Christian Woman
Passes Away.
Sister Of Dr. Clardy--
Death Of Mr. R. E.
Nixon.
M. Sallie A. Wills died Sunday
morning at 9 o'clock at her home ten
miles south of this oily. Consumption
was the Niue of death.
The deceased was about sixty years of
age, and was a sister of Dr. John D.
°lardy. of Newatead. Her father was
the late John 0. Clardy, who settled in
hristian county in 1831 and died here
1851
Mrs. Wills was first married to Ool.
Henry Leavell, a gallant Confederate
officer who died at Chattanooga during
She war between the states. Her woad
husband was Mr George Wills, a prom-
went eitiz-n wbo died a number of
veers ago One ohne. Mrs. Ph 1 ind.r
Perudieton, at whose residenee he made
ben born-, survives her. 11 s. Wills had
been an mimed for years. She was a
amble, oonseersted Christian and bore
her infirmities with tee fortitude and
resignation poem seed only by satins of
the Lord. Her intelligence was of the
highest order, and her pore and exalted
ohanoter was a model for emulation
among those who knew her.
DEATH OF MR. NIXON.
Mr B. Z. Mews. a well-known citi-
zen who was held in high regard by a
wide circle of friends and acquaintances,
died Sunday at his home on Eighteenth
street. Pneumonia was the cause of
death.
Mr. N xon had been in bad health
several months. He was for yeses in
the egg and poultry business. Six chil-
dren, five sot s and one daughter, sur-
vive him. The denuded was a member
of the Baptist church.
DEATH OF MR. BOSS.
Mt Ohas P. Bobb died iu New Or-
isons April 10th as • result of a 'eve re
ease of grip at the age of eiehty-eieht
years Lie was born in ibis onuty bat
left when a young man, and his many
friends here will learn of his untie with
regret lie was an uncle of Mrs. Albert
Kelly, of this county. The burial took
place in Vicksburg.
$1 ANTED -Men to learn barber
Wane, dpecial offer of echolarship,
board and tools until May 15th, two
menthe completes, busy season now,
big wages paid graduates. Have plans
for 300 at Buffalo Exposition. Write
for particulars today, Melee Barber
Ooelege, Bt. Louis, Ito. W. Is.
REV. SMITH AT LOUISVILLE.
The Rev. Dr. Z. L. Powell, of the
First Christian cburib, exchanged pul-
pits yesterday with the Rev. Henry B.
Smith, of Hopkinseille. Dr. Smith is a
speaker of much ability and power, as
was shown in hie sermon yesterday
mornine.—Lonieville Courier Journal.
Skin trouble, cute, burns, scalds and
chafing quickly heal by the use of Do
Witte Wiroti fiesel Salve. It is imita-
ted Be sure you get DeWitt's. IL 0.
Hardwiok.
•MMI.
STANLEY FOR CONORESS.
Kr. A. 0. Stanley, formerly of this
city and now of Hendersou, has an-
nounced hIm.. lf a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for congress so
sucond Hon. H. D Allen. Mr. Stanley
was the Democratic elector for this dis-
trict in the late presidential election.
You can not enjoy perfect health, rosy
cheeks and sparkling eyes if your liver
I. sluggish and your bowels clogged
DeWitt's Little Early Risen eleanee the
whole system, They never gripe. R.
O Hardwick.
FOR SALE.
All watches, °leeks and jewelry left
for repairs at M.D. Kelly's one year ago,
or over, and if not called for Wore the
first of May nett, will be geld ter
charges. d BS,
ei:t AI. SS 'V CIS MIL I AIL •
ImesbsTM YIJ Mop 40.1
Zete.e.
11 016u.
NEW/OWNER*: OF WOMEN.
What' Peruna Has ,DonelFor
Brilliant Actress'
Mai ZULU MARLOWE.
In a moat tester *The Persas Medi-
slag Co., Uses Julia Marlow* of Jim.,
York City, has the following to my et -
Peruse:
am glad to write my *odors&
meat of the great remedy, Peruse,
s a nerve tank. I do so mast
heartily." Julia Marlowe.
Nervousness is very common masa(
women. This condition is darn to anemic
nerve center. The nerve IMMISCII are
the reservoirs of nervous viialitty.
These motors Mem* bieediesellea•vene
ef proper nutrition. This is eopselifty
erne In the spring season. liverytpring
a host of invalids are proMisod as the
direst result of weak nerves.
This could be rosily obviated by the
use of Peruna. Perna& strikes at the
root of the difficulty by correcting the
digestion. Digestion tarnishes nab*
Mon for the Mee* setter& Premedp
digested feeilifeembless the.. reservable
of lids with triesabe fetish blade to
essems, steady nerves, me lbw hews*
Mhos We.
roma Is in great borer ameag wee
me., especially these who he.. veia
lime that are Weisel Seth. storrisseere.
tem. Persia tarnishes the koatise In.
vtgorstlen for ab• nerves that see&
people se much seed. Thomism's of tier
temeniala from women in all parts oldie
Vinted Stabs ere being mosived every
yew. Duch unsolicited evidence surely
proves that 1Penuss is withosi an equal
as a servo tones and vital tangerseer.
Buy a bads of Pantile body'.
If yea do aot realm all the bear
fits trees Perron that yew elm
petted, wrier to DA* liertsseo, Op!
bomb" Okie.
 •
Make "Tobes" Your Headquarters While In Town.
T. L. SMITH
BOARD & FEED STABLE.
HORSES boarded by the day or month. All horsesplaced in my charge will be well eared for. My
long experience in this business is a guarantee of my
knowledge as to how a horse should and will be taken care
of if placed in my hands. Your patronage solicited.
At My Old Stand, Tobe Smith.Corner 8th andVirginia Sts.
WEIMEN /EMMEN
•s BOYSnvata
SPRING
WEAR
TRE IDOW' ONE&
MANNISH sum
POR-SOY.5.JIGK3
Pv
•
Proud of This Boys
as. Clothing
bee
JUDGE the
CurrEntG we
show this
spring by the
best you ever saw—judge it by the
best you ever find. Look at the tai-
loring—it's well done as if the suits
were for men. Look at the bits of
daintiness —Silk Embroidery, Braid-
ing and what not We are as
as the boys who get int 3 them.
The latest, the Russian Blouses,
for Boys, 3 to 8, every mother
should see.
The best line of $1.50 Boys' Suits
ever shown. Ages from 7 to 15.
J.T.WALL&00. lig
OINENS2:12MINNERI
A000tta of Southern Baptist Associa-
tion Meeting the Illinois Central R. R.,
will sell round trip tiokf re to New Or-
leans, on May 7, 8, and 9 At Me of
one fare. Return limit May 20th An
extension of return limit So June Mb
tally be obtained by deposition tickets
with the Joint Arent at New Orleans
on cr before May 16th, and upon pay-
ment of 50 cents
Shadoin
& Curtis,
Grocers.
your premises and keep
cool and watch tho
green things grow. If
you have no
Hydrant or Hose
we will furnish you
with them. A complete
stock of Plumbing Ma-
terials on hand. Quick
service and first-class
workmanship guaran-
teed.
:Formerly with IL B. Clark,
Bank. I hone 18. G. A, MLLE,Next to First National
South ?lain Street, or
Telephone 174.
elbseares Teets B.w.ts With oasearess
sats cation* sore emattpatleas foresee.it a.. C. MIL insesests renal wees0
'
7  t 494-2t .ar
• • '
• •"••••• - ea- .rTit
if
2:3
-.-................._.
Mu be Pried, a PubliWsCe
MINUS WSW handset.
OFINCE:—Sew Era Building, Soweath
Slireet, near Males. Hopkivth. Ky.
* 1 .00 A YEAR.
a........ at the postoalce la Rookie settle
=osieras iseeemaPoines mail
Friday, April 26, 1901.
. — ADVENTISM" MATES:—
One inch. first insertion 1 I 111
One inch, one month.  II
One Inca. three months  Oil
Ones inch, six months.  ON
One inch, 000 year lies
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the office.
be for inTransient advertising must paid
advance..
Charges tor yearly advertisements will be
solleeteu .duer tarty.
All advertisements inserted without spec-
ified iiimis will be charged for anti' ordered
oak
aeli/MNiessamits of liarringes and Deaths,
ask lug lines, and notices of
liessoluUocut of Respect.
and110111018, ay. cents per line.
— 
CLUSSINS RATES:—
The Weenier Nnw,illtA and tAe following
paper on. 
L'ourier-JonrialliL. _ ... ••• • • • .61 10
demi- Weekly ht. Louis kogigNINli.  110
*mai- Weekly iislobe-lameersA......  I 75
rasimaree. 110Weekly clismiusau
Weal- Weakly kiashvill• Ammidlatilli  110
W *Daly Lawler tile CUSWillorabilli ......  1 II
Treweealy New York NI oriel  1 116
Lail a =runt • r le
 III
1 mrisme Magerassummousitsetuan
 1 TS
Waskty gliwilgreett Thecae .. ......   tie
TreWeemaseweirrnsai riT a. tar  I ib
PVs
linty. i TS1111010111110i, .
With
- Illpsiasi __elelineag roma siaiinagaaine
or asweemear DI in. L 1•11.1,41 Wile'
COURT DIRECTORY.
ctscurr Cocrwr—Fffionday 111 June
and fourth Monday in Tellataary and Sep-
tember.
eloAnntato CoUrr—Seensi ifsedays
in January, April, July and Ociesher.
Fiscal. 00c:se—First Tuentlay in April
and October.
°Qom Count—Firs& Mendar in every
month.
Ills not advisable to leave home them
aeseininp for business without carrying
ma umbrella, overcoat, and palm leaf
fan.
The Birmingham Age-Herald tells of
a wines man who was lynched at Osce-
ola, Ask., in an orderly mauner."
The Missies who took part in the per-
foresaw* were presumably thOest MIA-
they did but hangems, and nothing
the man.
The &Malt are slowly but surely '
yielding in South Atria. The Meese
step is to recall Sir Alfred Milner, who
me oao of the arch mischief makers
who brought on the war. Yet the Brit-
ish sow have 260,000 men in the field,
00,000 at whom are mounted. while the
Bows have not more than 10,000. It to ;
David and Goliath over again.
In seeding his congratulations to Ab-
dul Rand& sultan of all the Turks, up-
on his maps from the earthqsake at
OoneMatinople the other day, Esiwie
Hilly winds up with the following lava ,
cadent : "I prky to the Lord to matins'
to hold yeti majesty in His gracdosi and
holy keeping." This pious aspiration
of the emperor will hardly creole any
peal amount of enthusiasm in heaven
If Is is the place Ills socially painted. 1
Of fangs otiontsios the smallest
number Of theorem last year was °sno-
ops, where only 13 were granted. Next
So the United 13Maes the largest namber
was in Frame with 6,246. Germany
100 less. Fromwas $ close second with
$ religiosen standpoint there are about
73 divorces to every 100.000 Catholics,
while divorces for the same total
among Protestants are 283. More than
e0 per Dent of all divorces granted in
the United Sieges is on the ground of
desertion, and divorcee are five times as
frequent in the city as in the country
districts.
Undaunted by the expel-is/toe of so
many Bellamy colonies which have
flourished for a *bore mason and then
collapsed, another will be launched
shortly mow the hills of New Ramp-
Aire. The thispromoters are sanguine
on. will mooed, as they will introdnoe
some improvements on the original Bel-
lamy ryitent No ministers, for in-
stance, will be allowed within the limin
of the colony, members desiring the
"benefit of o:ergy" having to go - out-
for it. Lawyers be barredside also will
the isessolurs having faith inGM, no
their honesty.
The candidate ii abroad in the land
once more.
The Weekly Tribune of Madisonville,
has a now owner. G. H. Peters how
Wight the plant and will be editor. It ,
is a bright sheet.
If Judge Givens dispense Janice as ,
well as he edits a newpaper he will I
make Hopkins county a model officer. i
His recent race for the Democratic nom- 
I
Motion for county judge was remark- I
able. He carried every precinct in the 
1
county and his total majority was 1500.
That he will win In November goes II
without saying. _Bo deserves to carry
I
all the precincts them. 
I
The Hon. R. F. Peck, of Shelbyville, I
Comincnwealth's Attorney for 1preemie
the Twelfth judicial district, has an- 1
i
he be fornounoed that will a candidate
oirentnjedge of his district The Lax. i
Legion Observer also proposes him for I
Ike next Democratic nomination for /
iGovernor.
r
Before taking imps toward the ream- /
ery of the $30,000 alleged by Auditor /
(Mutter to have been illegally paid out /
by former Auditor Sweeney and former
Treasurer Day for the support of the 1
I
o
o
a
BABY LAUGH a
I,
It belongs to health, for a
baby, to eat and sleep, to laugh
and grow fat. 141
But fat comes first; don't ask
a scrawny baby to laugh; why, e
even his smile is pitiful! Fat
comes first. P
so
The way to be fat is the way el
e71 be healthy. Scott's emul- ii
'ion of cod-liver oil is the prop- si
a
I. food, if he needs it; but only .
i little at first. in
WU use Toe • link to try ilyea like. 10
OM a 110W1111., 409 Pearl aussi, Near Yak di
THE NEW ER A Corrimpondents.. SUIT IS
-- inted BROUGHT
FOR $5,000
The blew ERA wanes a
oonespoodent at every
;askant°, In ()bristles
county who will send us
items of news.
To such we will furnish
writing material, stamps
and a copy of the pipet
each week.
Taylor militia last year, Attorusy Gen-
eral Breckinridge has begun an inveati-
gation as to how the money was drawn.
The Fidelity Deposit company of Balti-
more, is the bondsmen in each case.
The amount of Day's bond is $300,000.
that of Sweeney $200,000.
Officials of the immigration bureau
say the recent announcement of the ar-
rival of 2,900 Italians on a single ship
oarries nothing that Is alarming in con-
emotion with the immigration problem
Experts of the government who have
followed the matter say that some of
the best immigrants which are coming
into this country are those from north-
ern Italy. They come from a war-in
sunny diatom, and find homes in the
southern states. They are natural agri-
culturists, and with the perfected truck
gardening in Italy and the improved
and broader opportunities offered by
the big plantations in the south, they
become desirable residents. The end
gration from Ireland and the British
Isles has almost disappeared. When
asked's' M the reason of title, the of-
ficials say that there are few Irish
who could comply with the immigra-
tion laws of the United State" left in
that country, as the population has
dwindled from 8,000,000 to ,less than
half that number. The few emigrants
from Ireland come from the city of
Dublin, sw.d they seek homes in the
larger cities of UN United States, where
relatives have preceded them.
State of Ohio. Oily of Toledo,,
Loose Monty. N
Frank J. Oheoey makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J
Cheney & Oo., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and Stole store-
d, and that said firm will pay the
m of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
or each and every cam of °Muth that
cannot be cured by the oino of Hell's
starrh Ours.
FRANKsJ. ORKNEY
Sworn So before me and subscribed in
y presence this 6th day of December,
. D., 188e.
A. W. GLEASON,
' Seal Notary Public
Hall's Oatarrh Care Weaken Internal-
ly and note directly on the blood and
surfaces of the system. Send
fur MadmINaials free.
F. J. OHEIKEY & 00., Toledo, 0
Sold by druggists, 75o.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
NOT SERIOUS.
The weekly crop report issued at the
gather bureau, states that the dam-
e to Kentucky orope from cold will
not be serious.
NINETY•EIGHT PER CENT.
There is a fascination about big profit.
So a business MAU. Bus the conserva-
tive and ominous trader prefers to have
the lesser per oent of intense and the
larger per cent. of safety in his invest.
meats. There is no business man who
would not consider it a sound proposi-
tion to invest in an enterprise in which
absolute loss was Impossible and which
offered ninety-eight chances in a hun-
dred of a rich profit. The statistics of
cures effected by Dr. Pieroe's Golden
Medical Discovery show that ninety-
eight per mat of oases of "wank Mop"
can be absolutely oared. Almost if not
all forms of physical weakness can be
traced to enervation. Starvation saps
the strength. The body is just as much
starved when the stomach (sonnet extract
nutrition from the food it receives as
when there is no food. "Weak lung.,'
bronchial affections, obstinate coughs,
call for nourishment. "Golden Medical
Discovery" supplies that nourishment in
its most condensed and assimilable form.
It mats "weak lungs" strong by streng-
thening the stomach and organs of di-
gestion which digest and distribute the
food and by increasing the supply of
pure blood.
THE SUNNY SOUTH.
We take pleasure in calling attention
to the advertisement of The Sunny
South In this lame. This splendid pub-
liostion entered its twenty sixth
year and appears now in better weekly
form than heresofore. It is the
Southern Literary Weekly so long
looked for by the people. For the com-
ing at least it 111 at a popular price,
less than a penny a number, fifty cents
year. The publishers propose an ex-
Ilent value in such an Investment
It contains numerous literary tea-
time, editorials of the highest order, •
column of "Sunshine," special depart-
eats, the "Household" and various
sketches and stories appealing to every
hearthstone. Besides presenting a great
story Tristram of Blent, by Anthony
Elope now in its mid Interest. The Sun
y South has arreoged for the publicat-
ion of an excellent new serial story,
tun beginning, "Rosalynde's Lovers,"
y Maurice Thompson. This well
nown author, whose death was re-
ntly announced, was especially
▪ to the people in his "Alice of Old
inoennes," "A Tallahassee Girl," and
n "Sweetheart Monett.," This his
asS story, is in a delightful s'yle and
ortrays Southern scenes with the real
rtlst'e delicate touch. It may well be
egarded by the editors as a spleniid
eaters, replete with romantic detail,
icturesque and attractive from begin-
ing to end. Don't miss it 1
The Sunny South is So be devoted to
Minims, romance, fact and fiction.
his is a wide field and is being well
vered if we may 'peek from tbe
ies examined. And only fifty moots
year, with no 1st down in splendid
make up and matter of special Southern
Serest. every week.
KNIFE PUNCTURED ARTERY
. Hooter Wood, Jr., Swishes Metal
Injury.
roux Tuesday's daily
Mr. Hunter Wood, Jr., met with a
sinful accident last night. In moving
me articles on the mantle
-piece in his
m he dislodged a hunting knife and
attempting to catch it as it fell the
tarp point of the blade punctured an
rtery in his right wrist. The wound
blab bled profusely, received prompt
irgical attention, but Mr. Wood will
the use of hit hand for several
rlason's:Side Of The Hern-
don Shooting.
PEACE BOND WANTED.
Interesting Developments
In Wounding Of Tenant
By W. R. Harris.
John W. Mason, who was wounded
March Mit by his landlord, William R.
Harris, a wealtby Herndon merchant,
brougbt suit Mondey afternoon for
$6,000, alleging that the shooting was
unprovoked.
AFRAID OF NMI.
Saturday, at Harris' instance, tionnly
Judge °anal& Mooed a peace warrant
against Mason. The merchant alleged
he feared Mason would harm him
In his suit for damagcm. Mason statee
that as he was walking on the public
highway between 4 hod 5 o'clock in
the afternoon the trouble occurred, that
he was "wrongfully, unlawfully, wilful-
ly, and maliciously shot, wounded and
permanently Mitered with a pistol" by
Harris. He olaUns he suffered in con-
sequence
anguish,
fourteen
amounts
great bodily pain and mental
and was confined to his bed
days; that his doctor's bill
to $50, and that he will be a
cripple for life.
Harris' statement in reference to the
shooting was that it was dens in self-
defense; that Mason. angry because he
had him ordered to vacate one of his
(Harris' l houses for failing to pay the
rent, was advancing on the merchant
with a large rock in his band which he
was about to about to hurl as Harris
shot.
Mason
when he
EASON'S VERSION.
deposed several weeks ago
was lying in a critical condi-
don that he was shot unawares and
without provocation; and that he had
paid bis rent, which Harris had applied
on an old store account He swore
that be was leading a mule, had no mis-
sile In he hand, was unarmed, and was
not talking to Harris when the latter
shotehim.
CHINESE SITUATION
(Special to New Ere)
WASHINGTON, D. 0, April 34 —
Applications are being made to Oommis•
stoner Rookhill and Maj. Gan. Chaffee
for the retention of our troop" in Pekin
until the general withdrawal of all the
Powers. American soldiers will main.
us to guard tits gate of the .Forbidden
Oily after the withdrawal, and the
Germans are indignant at Gen. °hat-
fee's refuel to grant Field Marshal
Walemetes mullet to put Germans on
guard. This incident may lead to dip-
lomatic negotiations
The advance of the Germans and
French from Pao Ting Fa has been ren-
dered unnecessary by the retirement of
Gen. Lin and his troops into Shan Si
province, as ordered by Li Hung Chang.
Oommissiooer Rockhill has again urged
that the indemnity ceiling be reduced to
$100,000,000, but he is laughed at by the
other diplomats.
An imperial edict has been issued
abolishing the Chinese Privy 0ounoil
and substituting a General Board of
State Affairs, witb Prince Ohing at the
head. This is the first step toward re-
form.
THE PEOPLE KNEW HIM.
Plaster Is Pale's Muter.)
George Washington made and sold flow,
and every barrel of dour in the market
branded "G. Washington, Mount Vernon,"
wild without delay. No question was eve"
raised as to Twiny or weight.
Benson's Porous Plaster sells on Its repo.
gallon everywhere. All the buyer wants to
be certain of is that the plaster offered hint
really ie Benson's, and not a worthies imi-
tation of it or substitute for it.
• plaster is the beet form of external rem-
edy, and Benson's is the best plaster; 6,000
physicians and druggists, and a unikitud•
of people no man can number, have settled
that "Yon can trust it," they say.
Coughs, colds, lame back, lumbago, inns.
=ler stiffness and rhenmatiem, troubles of
the liver and kidneys, inenenza or grip,
pneumonia, and all other diseases open to
external treatment, are at 071l4 rationed and
mare: by Benson's Piaster.
Do not assume that Belladonna, Capsi-
cum or Strengthening plasters are "just megood ea" Benson's. They are vastly In.
terior.—/fe other plaster is as good as
Benson's,
In ocenpetition with the best-known
leaders of Europe and America, Benson's
have received jtfty-jtee highest award,.
For sale by all druggists or we will pre-
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States, on receipt of 25c. each.
Mobley &Johnson. Mfg. Chemista, N.Y.
0000 T1111%
The Banner wants a railroad built
from Nashville to intersect the Illinois
Central at Hopkinsville as a competing
line to the Louisville and Nashville. It
would no doutt become, at the earliest
practical moment, a lively competitor.
Let it be built. Henderson would join
In welcoming it. The more the merrier.
—Henderson Gleaner
ANOTHER INVASION.
It is reported that the Indiana miners
are reorganizing for another invasion of
the Hopkins and Webster county coal
fields.
Cures Cancer, Blood Poison, Eating
Bores, 'Asters. Costa Bottling
To Try
Blood poison or deadly cancer are the
worst and most deep-seated blood dig.
eases on earth, yet the easiest to cure
when Botanic Blood Balm is used. If
you have blood poison, producing ulcers
bone pains„ pimples, mucous patches,
falling hair, itching skin. scrofula, old
rheumatism or offensive form of catarrh
scabs, and scales, deadly canter, eating,
bleeding, festering sores, swelling,
lumps, persisting wart or sore, take
Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.1. It will
cure even the worst case after every.
thing else falls. Botanic Blood Balm
(B. B. B.) drains the poison out of the
system and the blood, then every sore
heals, making the blood pure and rich,
and building up the brogen down body.
B. B. B. thoroughly tested for 30 years.
A trial treatment sent free by writing
Blood Balm Co.. Atlanta, Oa. Describe
trouble and free medical advice given
until cured. Botanic Blood Balm does
not contain mineral poison or mercury
(as so many advertised remedies do),
but is composed of Pare Botanic Ingre-
dients. Over 3,000 testimonials of cure
by taking B. B, B.
VICTIM OF FESTIVAL
PARALYSIS1 AND USUAL
SHOOTING
Second Stroke Causes
Prof. Robinson's Death. 1
, Broken Whiskey Bottle
Started Trouble.
Well Known Citizen And
Republican Nominee For
County Surveyor.
Ton Teesday's daily.
Prof. William Robinson, a well
known citizsn, civil engineer and Re-
publican nominee for county surveyor,
died last night from the effects of par-
alysis at his home on South Walnut
street.
FIRST STROKE.
' Tuesday, Feb 12. three days after be
had readved the nomination for sur-
veyor. Prof. Robinson, while sitting at
hie desk in his room writing was struck
with paralysis, the entire left aide of
his body and his head being involved
For days he lingered at the point of
death, but finally grew somewhat bet-
ter, though he was not able to leave his
bed.
Sunday morning he suffered another
stroke which resulted in total parole sis.
His condition was such thai it was
known he could live only a short time
longer. The end came la•t night a
o'clock.
Prof. Robinson was born near hi ur•
fliemboro, Tenn , Jul) 19, 1849, and wog
reared on a farm. He was of &studious
disposition and made the most of his
early opportunities. He was a student
ad Sevranee University and received a
Read education. His father was Oapt.
Robinson, an officer in the Confederate
army, who died at Lexington.
Prof. Robinson in 1875 went to Todd
amity, where for a number of years he
followed farming pursuits and school
teaching. He wits married there to
Miss Josephine Wilson. Later he lo-
cated in Logan einnty, and about ten
years ago removed with his family to
this county. His work as an educator
in this region was uniformly successful,
and many young men and women owe
much to the excellent training they re-
ceived in his schools. Daring he resi-
dence in Hopkinsville, Prof. Robinson
had been engsged in civil engineering
and the real estate business. The de-
ceased was a man of fine intelligence
and attainments and superior common
sense. He was a good citizen and his
friends were legion. As a father and
husband he was aMotionate and devot-
ed. His death causes much sorrow.
Mrs. Robinson and two ohilcren. Felix,
and Mrs. Henry G. Wood, survive him.
.. 
4." ands*. the New ERA thermome-. Read ad. and get one free.
CASTLEBERRY NOTES.
The energetic farmers are quite busy
planting corn.
The wheat crop looks well, but costa
ari not doing so nicely.
. Hugh Griffin and wife, of Crof-
were pleasant visitors at Andy
Bennett's Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Terry was the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Grant Oranor lest
week.
thrill of the most erjayable events of111 1111012 took place Saturday night,
when the hospitable home of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Oampbell was thrown
open to the young folks for a dance.
The rooms were beautifully decorated
for the occasion. Music was furnished
by the MoIntosh string band. There
was a large attendance and they tripped
aololight fantastic until a late hour,
. Lain Terry is very all.
. Joralem is suffering with acute
h trouble.
las Ada Grefii had the unlimited
pleasure of entertaining Misses Ida
Roark, Jennie and Ida Terry. Messrs.
Bunyon, McGregory, Bert o.nd Walter
Ashmore and Ben Terry last Si filmy
evening.
Mrs. Hattie Cetten, a ho has been ill
is convalescing.
isiiki, Wh te Man," please accmt my
for the information you gave
will you please state if that church
a pastor, and if so, when services
held!
as. Terry was in Crofton a few days
ago on business.
Ned Ratcliffe attended the old fid
dime contest
A large crowd of people from this
community attended the baptizing near
Pool's mill last Sunday.
Dr Pool is still growing worse,
Your humble scribe has been sick
with lagrippe which accounts for my
nonappearance in loot week's issue.
••Eulalie."
Call and see the NEW Etta thermome-
ter. Read ad and get one free.
You Wont
Rave a
Ready
Made
orance
You
Let Us
Dress
You.
You will not
'meet your doa-
ble' at every
corner (as to
I
dress) but will have an indi-
•idual happiness, and happi-
ness all your own. We build
a suit to suit you. We fit
both body and purse from the
handsomest spring slid sum-
mer fabric. ever brought to
Hopkinevolle. We drove near-
ly all the good dressers.Lesve
your 121011111141.
Ward Bros.,
Mercbssi Tailors, Ill S. Maio
THREE MEN WOUNDED
One Of The Negroes Fa-
tally Injured—Happen-
ed Saturday Night,
The usual Saturday night colored fes-
tival and tragedy 000urred last week IN
South Christian. Three negroes w
shot and one will likely die from
wounds.
DELIGHTFUL EVENT.
The affair took piece on the George
Broaddus farm in She Bell vicinity.
While the gaieties were at their height
and only a kIlling was needed to corn-
te the perfect et j)yinent of the eeen-
tog, West Hutchison handed 7.1) Old•
ham a quirt of whiskey to hold for him.
Zip handled the precious bottle care-
lowly, and there was a dull thud, then
thIIz of glass; and the priceless
ungrily licked up by mother
earth.
Persons who saw the accident knew
something was bound to happen and
began to scatter.
West Hutchinson, his brother Wil-
lie, George Knox and others who were
Interested in the former oontenta of the
broken bottle closed in on Oldham.
"Nigger, yer goiter pay me fur did
whiskey," said West.
"I'm gwine to pay yer, butter ain't
got no money now," replied Zip
'You hadn't oughter dropped it, you
-'You're another — — —
Then they closed in and rolled on the
ground in a swearing bunch of blatk•
am. It is said West had a 44-eallibre
revolver in his hand.
Finally Oldham struggled to his feet,
whipped out his own trusty weapon and
began shooting.
West Hutchinson fell with a ball
through his bowels He is said to be
totally wounded.
Willie Hutchinson was shot through
the right hand.
George Knox received a fl-oh wound
FESTIVAL CLOSES.
The guests dispersed, all feeling that
the entertainment had been one :of the
most agreeable functions of the season.
Zip has not been &fleeted.
GOOD CLUBBINO OFFER.
We will send you for one year the
WEIKLY KiNTLTIT Nitw EMU, Weekly
Atlanta Constitution and the Sunny
South, the famous weekly, on receipt of
$2. Address New Era Oompaoy, Hop-
kins•ille, Ky.
ELABORATE
CEREMONIES
Dirt,Broken Months For
Cadiz kailroad.
Bad Weather But Big
Crowd.--Other items
Of Interest
From Tuesday', daily.
Dirt was broken for the new railroad
from Oaths to 1;racey Monday, and this
morning work of grading was begun in
earnest.
t The engineers have completed their
wtork of locating the road, and the grad-
ing and other work toward the comple-
tion of the road will be pushed rapidly
forward. Tbt. beginning of the work de-
spite the bad weather was attended with
elaborate ceremonies
The first ehoeolful of sod wasturned
by Mrs. Nancy W]lford, the oldest
white citizen of the town.
Speeches were nude by the mu Jag
B t•arnett, Dr. Orel shaw and oth-rs.
MUD TO MATRIMONY
Rough Experience of Lovers In Starth
Of Connubial Bliss.
The road to matrimoty for W. L.
(if-etc. and Mille Kettle Badden, of Ken-
tucky, was anything but a dower
-strewn
path. They are both residents of Days-
•ille, Ky , but started Sunday morning
from Elkton, where the bride wag at.
tending church, and accompanied by
Miss Lena Neely and D W. Reeves,
took the road to Olarksvilla. About
eleven miles out from Elkton tbe buggy
containing the bride and groomwas
overturned in a mud hole and the on
fortunate young couple thrown into the
very deepest of the mire. After eonsid
erable trouble the young lovers were ex
tricated, the buggy righted and the par-
ty proceeded once more on its way.
They arrived here last evening at about
6 o'clock and this morning were married
at the Norteington Howie by a magis-
trate. They left at noon for their Ken-
tucky home.— Clarksville dispatch.
FRUIT SAFE.
Local authorities who say they know
what they are talking about assert OM
fruit has been somewhat in)ured, tilos
not killed.
- I
BROUGHT TO ASYLUM.
Solon Smith, colored, was adjudged
insane in the circnit mull yesterday
and was brought to the asylum here
yesterday afternoon by Officer Cum-
mings,.
Railroad Tax.
!smut TO 1111W aka. I
FRANFORT, Ky., April 24.—The
franchise tax on Kentucky railroads
will be messed on 80 per cent. of the
.10apital stock, based on net earnings of
16 per cent
CONSTIPATION
It is surprising how many people there are who
allow themselves to become and remain consti-
pated. They apparently do not know that this
Condition poisons the entire system. Not imme-
diately of course, but after • little time as the poi-
sonous impurities accumulate they attack the vital
organs and undermine the constitution. As a re-
sult, the victim becomes pale, hollow-eyed and
sallow, the breath is foul, the head aches fre-
quently, the strength slowly declines and the once
strong, active body becomes weak and nervous.
Prickly Ash Bitters
is a cleansing tonic and restorative just suited to
such conditions. It is a genial stimulant for the
stomach, liver and bowels, purifies the system thor-
oughly and invigorates the kidneys, conveying
strength and new life to the whole internal organ-ism. Under its marvelotui reviving influence thereis at once • brightening up in body and brain, re-
newed energy, strength, vim and cheerfulness.
SOLD AT DRUG STORES. PRICE, 8 1.00.
JAS. 0. COOK, S bt:IAL AtteN I.
Breathes there a man with
feelings so dead
Who shiveringly hath not
laid:
Thi is a cold, a very cold
clay."
If ycki want to always be sure of
the exoct temperature get one of
those 
Thermometers
At the NEW ERA office and do
not guess at it any more. You ca
get one
Absolutely
FREE!
by complying with the following
conditiens:
Subscribe for the WEEKLY
NEW ERA-, paying one dollar for
one year in advance, Of if you are
alreadra subscriber, pay all arrear-
ages (I iany) and one year n .ad-
vance•
The spine plan works with the
Daily okily you pay ;1.25 for three
months in advance.
The Thermometers are 12 inches
long, with a'inagnifying tube which
makes the column of fluid seem so
large there is no trouble in telling
exactTlyhewyhaerree ai lt ls
tie‘sate:l'and absolu tely correct. Get one
before the supply is exhausted as we only have a limited
number.
N4a-vv- Rion. Co
w. 7th Street, Near Main,
LI N COFFEE
A LUXURY WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL!
Watch our next advertisement.
The consumption of
LION COFFEE
has increased immensely, and this coffee
As now used in millions of homes.
The grocers all over the country keep us bus)
delivering LION COFFEE to them.
You will find no stale LION eOFFEE
on his shelves—it sells too fast to grow stale.
Why? Because it is an absolutely pure coffee.
Our
Ira° Strength, Purity and Flavor.
Please bear in mind that
LicolaCcolfree
is not a glazed article; it is not coated with
egg mixtures or chemicals in order to give it
a better appearance. We do not need to resort
to such measures—we have no imperfections
to hide!
In every package of LION COFFEE you will find a fully illustrated and descriptive list. No housekeeper, in
fact, no woman, man, boy or girl will fail to find in the list some article which will contribute to their happiness,
comfort and convenience, and which they may have by simply cutting out a certain number of Lion Heads from
the wrappers of our one pound sealed packages (which is the only form in which this excellent coffee is sold).
WOOLSON ePtee co.. Tolima), 01110.
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CALENDAR. g
We have a few of these on hand which
we will present to our customers. This
calendar runs as far back as 1797 and for-
ward to 1932. If you know the date of your
birth this calendar will tell you the day of
the week upon which that event took place.
One would imagine that such a calendar
would be very voluminous. On the con-
trary it is only 9x14 and contains very few
figures. It will be found very interesting
and very valuable
FORBES & BRO.
Lep
atatio.. baStri 4° IP WOE
Nis-mpg ass sit •
DR. BROUONTON HERE
ft Len 0. Broughton, the cele-
bratedlitlenta divine was in the city
yesterday en route to Owensboro where
he will conduct a revival in the Third
Baptist church. While here Dr.
Broughton was a guest of Mr. and Mrs
Sames H. Anderson.
TRUSTEE FOR RICHARDS CO.
Mr. A. W. Wood has been appointed
by Judge J. I. Landes, referee, trustee
in bankruptcy for the Richards Oom-
SCARE OVER.
A Guthrie correspondent writes: "No
new cases of smallpox have been report-
ed in Guthrie or in the Montgomery
county. Tenn , settlement. The quar-
antine between Olarksville and Guthrie
have been raised, and the pestbouses on
the Tennrise and Kentucky , des will
be removed this week.
LONG HOLMAN.
M,,t1.11• dellyt
Mr. Lucian E. Long and Miss Mamie
Holeman were married this morning at
Ino'clock at the residence of the groom's
father, Squire W. R. Long on East
Seventh street.
The bride is the daughter of 'Sir. Jas.
Hoiernan and is an attractive and popu-
lar young lady Mr. Long is connected
with the Illinois Oeneral railroad oflioe
at Henderson in the capacity of opera-
tor, and the couple will reside in that
The groom is an intelligent and
industrious young man. Rev. J. Di.
Irwin officiated.
THREE NEW ELKS.
Ir COM Wednesdn) 'n daily.
There was a large attendance at the
meeting of the Elks last night. Messrs.
Lee W. Watkins, of Gracey James II,
Ootoper and C. S. Jackson were received
into the order by initiation, the degree
work conducted by Esquire John Po-
land being particularly interesting.
%30- -3.*?B3*)' ••I• ..or • • • • *Aar • • • • •  .
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
ON YOUR
PLOW GEAR.
SEE OUR LINE OF
Plow Collars, Harness, t
Chains. Backbands,
Bridles, Etc.
We have Just Received an
Elegant Line of
FANCY
LIGHT Buggy Harness *
If you want something Extra Nice and Good
Bee them before buying.
We also have a bargain to offer you in an
Extra Good Hand
Made HaRness
At very little more than you pay for cheap made
Eastern harness. See them and you will be convinced.
You will find fell line of cheaper harness at bottom
prices, also heavy wagon harness, saddles, bridles, etc.
F. A. YOST & CO.,207 S. Main Street.
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RACE FOR , RATHER DIE
CONGRESS. THAN WORK.
Zandidates Are Biginning Lizzie Jarrett's Three At-
To Shake Hands. tempts At Suicide.
Will Allen Run Again?-- Found Hanging—Once Set
Political Notes Of Lo- Her Clothes On
cal Interest. Fire.
Both W. R. Howell, of this city, and
A. 0 Staaley, of Henderson. have an-
nottnoed their intention So enter the
race for congress next year to succeed
H. D. Allen. Mr. Allen may &leo offer
again.
In this oanaection the Madisonville
Hustler says: "Hopkins county has a
good man reedy to enter the fight when-
ever the opportune moment arrives, and
when he enters they had all better keep
their eyes on him."
In mentioning the candidacy of Mr.
Stanley the Owensboro Inquirer says:
"He says that he thinks Mr. Allen will
be a oandidate for governor, and will
not be in the race for oongress. If he
decides ii run for the latter office, Mr
Stanley will still remain on the track,
and believes that he eta win, in spite of
the popalasety of the present cougrers-
man.
Pats amdstant Dem-
ocratic elector,inteadad to enter the race
but it is understood that he will run,
instead, for commonwealth's attorney
of the Owensboro district to succeed J.
Edwin Rowe. who is under indictment
for malfeasance and misconduct in
°Mos. The indictments, are based on
alleged oomproxialeing of gambling and
other prosecutions without reporting to
the court. The indictments charge that
he often has cases dismissed on the
ground of insufficient evidence to eon•
riot, when in reality he accepts money
from the parties to have them dispoeed
of. ()laments is county attorney of Da-
views county and has charge of the
prosecnition of the man to whose office
he aspires. •
Mr. Howell hi in Hopkins county this
week looking steer his poltticJ fences
Senator Crenshaw spent Monday in
Madisonville mingling with his politi-
cal Mends and diacuasing the senatorial
situations. He has been requested, as
bereestere slated in the New ERA, by
the Deniseratio county committee to be
a osiadidate So mooeed himself, and in
the *vest be decides to announce it is
likely he will molly receive the nomina-
tion, and very probably without any op-
pove whatever.
The Madisonville Hustler says : -Our
Mend, Jap131•14 from jest over the line
La Christian, user White Plains, was in
the city yesterday fresh from the Old
Fiddlers' contest at Hopkinsville. where
he took off • prim. We feel like Jap
is really a Hopkins county man, and as
be was born and reared in the °panty
and takes as mach interest in Hopkins
county politics as a county man. Quite
a number of his Democratic friends
have suggested to 0a that he would he a
flIse assaines for senator from this dis-
trict, bad we take pleasure in amities-
lag hie some in that commotion. Should
be metaled, to swept the position, there
le so dashe that he would be etrongly
Indented, and shoeld be be nominated
Ware is so doste that be would peeve a
areas candidate before the people.
There is not a truer Democrat or a bet-
man in the distriot than Jap Sisk
and nothing the party could do for him
would be too good."
In reference to fusion between the
Ohristian county Democrats and inde-
pendent Republicans, the Henderson
Gleaner says:
-Christian is very strongly Republi-
can and any proposition conducing to
a disruption of that majority will meet
the approval of all who desire good
government and the snoc.ess of Democ-
racy.
Test Case.
taraesal. TOWS ZIA.'
FRANKFORT. Ky., April 24.—All
snits of the minor state officers under
Taylor against Auditor Coulter for side-
rite were continued except that of 0.
R Hemphill, Oaleb Powers' secretary.
In this test case the Genet held that
there was so came for action. This in-
dicates that an the oases will be quashed.
Miners Won.
[Special to New gral
CENTRAL City, Ky , April 24.—The
200 miners, who struck Monday be-
cause 4 miners who had not paid as-
sessments for support of Hopkins coun-
ty miners were allowed to remain at
work, returned to work in the Central
Ooal & Iron Oompaniee mine, today.
having won their contention.
HOPKINSVILLE COUPLE
Moped Ti Redtpert, iodises. Aid Were
Wild la Marriage.
Miss Ella Porter, of Hopkinsville, and
Mr. Luther Hord, late of the same place,
went over to Rockport yesterday and
were married. Hord 'left Hopkineville
about three weeks ago to accept a posi-
tion with the Owensboro Buggy Comps-
pany and secured board at Mrs Ford's,
on Third and Center streets. After
working here a while and convincing
Mr Porter that he had gone for good
Hord slipped back to. the home of his
rweethes rt, who was waiting for him,
and they left at once for this city. ar-
riving here Monday and taking the Ga-
zelle for Rockport, where they were
married in the clerk's office. They re-
turned last night on the J. 0. Kerr and
went to Mrs. Ford's where they will
board.—Owensboro Messeenger.
MARRIED AT THE ASYLUM.
__—
Mr. 0. D. Mason, of Clinton, Indians,
and aim Hanna York, of this city,were
joined in marriage Sunday at the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane.
Rev. J. D. Irwin officiated.
0E0. HOWELL ILL.
Kr. George Howell has been quite
stalk for several days at his home on
Bova Main street
From Wednesday's daily
Lizzie Jarrets would rather die than
serve a term in the work house, but, de-
spite earnest efforts, her preferenoe has
been denied her.
LIFE A IlUeDEN
Yesterday she made three attempts to
commit suicide, and came near succeed-
ing.
Lissie Is a Degrees about forty years
and an old pollee offender. Yesterday
she became angry at a little boy, John
Hawkins, an struck him on the head
wish a rock ousting and ugly gash in
his scalp. She was arrested and taken
to the city court for trial. Before her
time came she created a lively scene by
her loud mouthed obeenrity, and she
was removed from the room. On hear-
ing the evidence in the case, the mart
sentenced her so thirty days in the
work house.
Lints fought like a gladiator while
she was being taken so the look-up, and
it was finally necessary to put the
"nippers 'on her.
few minutes later Judge Oampbell
chanced to be peasieg through the lock-
up and bearing a sound as if some one
were Wanting he peered into • cell
and found himself looking into the
nevem' face.
AWFUL Milt
Her eyes were nearly bursting from
their sockets. her tongue was protrud-
ing, and her lips were ooverel with
froth. She had tied one apron string
around her neck and the other to a bar
In the cell door, and her full weight was
straining against the improvisei rope.
Judge Campbell's cries for assistance
were speedily answered by members of
the police force who unlocked the door
and cut the woman down. She was
nearly deed, but as soon as she recovered
sufficiently to walk she tore a strip from
her dress and made another effort to
end her existence by hanging.
She was again frustrated.
Later in the day when the cfticers
thought she was asleep, and the guard
had relaxed hia vigilance she made a
rope of her underclothes, and for the
third time hanged herself from a bar.
Life was nearly extinct when she was
rescued, and it was thought for a while
that her third attempt would prove suc-
cessful. Dr. Woodord worked with her
a long time before she was out of dan-
ger. She has been taken to the work
home.
SET On FIRE
Once before, nearly a year ago, the
Jarrett woman tried to commit suicide
because of • work home sentence, and
she adopted, a frightful means. The
police had snowed her to go home to
gel Mom clothes. While there she set
Ire to her dress. She repented the
rash eel when It was too late sad, lit.
Wally wrapped Is dames, she Pia to
the °moans Mills where a hoes was
toned on her. She was horribly
burned, and for several (lays
thought she would die.
it was
Call and see the New Ea& thenuome-
ter. Read ad. and get one free.
MOVE ON CRUSADE.
From Wednesday's daily.
A citizens' meeting was held at Guth-
rie Monday night and some warm
speeches were made because the agree
ment entered into some days ago were
not carried out by some of the property
owners who rent to improper oharacters
and had promised to make them vacate.
A meeting will be called for tonight and
some action will be taken. This is not •
meeting to get rid of some smallpox pa-
tient, but to rid Guthrie of bad char-
acters.
ON THE ROAD.
Edwin R. Settle, who has been prac-
ticing law at Owensboro since leaving
here, has accepted a position with the
Greenville Tobacco Co. He will travel
in the firm's interest and will make In-
dianapolis his headquarters.
GENEROUS OFFER.
Ewing Wood had a handsome bull
dog stolen Friday night. The thief took
chain and stock. Mr. Wood says if the
party whe stole the dog will notify him
he will send the new kennel just built
for the dog.
DEBENTURE COMPANY
Goes Isle Receiver's Heeds Aid The
Share Holders Are Wainer.
There is much bewailing here and
elsewhere over the condition of affairs
of the Continental Security Redemption
Company, of Birminghan, which was
placed in the hands of a receiver by the
United States Court last week.
A large number of Hopkinson'e peo
pie had money saved up in the concern,
atd some are heavy losers. There is
no telling how much will be returned
to the holders, Geo. A. Blinn, Jr., one
of the stockholders and directors of the
concern, and one of the three who
caused the receiver to be appointed,
when asked how much would be re-
turned to the debenture holders, replied
that he could not tell.
There are all sorts of rumors heard,
but those interested fear they will get
back little or nothing.
No official statement is made as to the
liabilities of the cancern, and the re-
ceiver is actively engaged in preparing
such a statement.
PUBLIC SALE.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
At a meeting of the Ned ideriwether
°amp, No. 241, U. O. V., held on the
13th test the oommittee appointed at a
previous meeting of this camp to drag
suitable resolutions exprelesing the deep
sorrow of the camp at the death of Dr.
M. B. DeWitt, reported as follows:
Whereas it has pleased Almighty Cod
In His wisdom to remove by death Rev.
M. B. DeWitt, D. D , from this world.
be it resolved:
I. That in She death of Dr. DeWitt,
we, the surviving membees of Ned Mer-
iwether Oamp, No. 241, U. 0. V. have
lost a brother who was greatly be-
loved because of his gentle, genial and
successful discharge of the delicate and
responsible duties of Meson, comrade in
arms and minister of the gospel, sal
also because of his faithful and gallant
conduct as a soldier in the Confederate
service and chaplain of the Eighth
Tennessee regiment
2. That the Church has lost a ION,
useful and godly minister whose cheer-
ful and pious alines will be sadly missed,
not only by the members of his own
oommunion, but by the world at large.
3. That this community and especial-
ly we, his associates and brethren in
namp, deeply deplore the loss of She
hearty greeting, sincere words, and in-
telligent presence of a good man and
cultivated and honorable gentleman, es-
teemed and honored by all
4. That as some expression of sympa-
thy in this great loss, a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the family of our
deceased brother, a copy be furnished
DAILY New ERA for publication, and
that they be spread on our records.
J. P. Buevse,
EDMUND H. Heneisoe.
which were unanimously adopted and
were ordered spread on the reword, of
this camp. /
"OOPY." EICSTalt WOOD,
Adjutant Ned Meriwether Camp, No. 941
He Keep His Leg
Twelve years ago J. W. Sullivan, of
Hartford, Oonn., scratched his leg with
a rusty wire. Inflammation and blood
poison set in. For two year. he suffer-
ed Intensely. Then the beet doctors
urged amputation. "But," he writhe.
'I WWI ens bottle of Electric Bitters
and 1 1-2 boxes of Bucklen's Arnica Salve
and my leg was sound and:well as ever
For Euptions, Eczema, Teller, Salt
Rheum, Sores, and all blood disorders
Electric Bitters has no rival on earth.
Try them. Anderson & Fowler, J.
0. Oook's L. L. Elgin's, 0 K. Wyly's
drug stores will guarantee satisfaction
or refund money. Only 50c
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ten years time, Interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
any one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We issue fire, Ifghtning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, continuous, non-forfeit-
able and incontestable protectioa. It
absolutely protects wherever the sun
slimes. We also deal in bank stocks,
bonds and high grace investment se-
curities.
WALTZR F. GARNIFTY & CO.,
Insurance and Financial Agents.
altw wly
+Mr
RESIDENCE DESTROYED.
Walter Garnett, a South Christian
county farmer, who lives near Elmo,
lest his residenos by Ors y eetarday morn-
ing. Very little of tbe contents of the
hoses was saved, The loos is about
w000, partially covered by lesuranos.
Thousands Sent Into Exile
Every year a !ergs number of poet
sufferen whose lunge are sore and rook-
ed with coughs are urged to go to an-
other climate. But this is wetly and
not always sure. Don't be an exile when
Dr. King's New Discovery for Censump-
Sion will cure you at home. It's the most
Infallible medicine for Coughs, Oolds.
sad all throat and lung diseases, on
earth. The first dose brings relief. As-
tounding ;cures result from persistent
use. 50o and $1 00. Trial bottle free as
Anderson & Fowler, J. 0, Cook, L.
L. Elgin and 0. K. Wyly, druggist.
Every bottle guaranteed.
We are going to leave Gracey and en- !
gage in business at Caledonia, and will
on Saturday May 11, at 1 o'clock p m
sell to the highest bidder eight horses
five buggies, two sorreys, two drum-
mers' wagons, two drummers' buggies
and a lot of barium. Terms—eix moLthe
and all amounts under five dollars oaah
HAMMOND & HUMPHRIES,
wkly Gricsol. Ky. main St.. Hoofer Bldg.
:—W. T. .
ooper
WHOLESALE
& RETAIL
& COMPANY.
Grocers.
OP. COURT HOUSE
I I I I  I
Old Fi elldlers'
Contest Is Over.
It was a grand success and everybody
had a good time, As for myself, I can
truly say I never enjoyea anything more
in all my life. The next thing I want
to do ie to sell you acenething for your
home. I carry the best and cheapest
stock of House Furnishings in the oily
consisting of
Wall Paper, Window
Shades, Curtain
Poles, Pictures, rlouldings
Chamber Sets,
Mirrors, Ready Mixed
Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Brushes
Of all kinds and a lot of other things
that you are compelled to buy at this
season of the year. I want your busi-
ness and will treat you right if you will
only give me a chance to prove it.
Very Respectfully,
Jack Meller2
0•16.
ANCIENT BURYING GROUND
I preyed on at will. ,..
1 The report contains a list of the spe• COCH RAN .
I cies of birds protected in each state and
OF PREIIISTORIC ORIGIN'
01
of theme exempted from protection, a
II classified list of birds in Indiana let:
, 
tude, • synopsis of game laws • ,t the .
tint Hogs Unearth On Campbell Farm rlystery, different states aud other useful tutor-'
Of Archaeological interest. 
mation.
• part of the farm on which Camp-
ell's cave is situated is full of dead
's bones. This fact was accidental'
discovered a few days ago.
RESORT RIINNETH NOT
Years and years ago, at a time no liv-
ing man remembers nor history records,
there was a burying place there. It was
not a cemetery like those of civilization,
and apparently it was not an Indian i
If reports are true, the theme-
will require the study of arcbie do- ;
te to determine its origin
One day last week, Mr. Dock Little-
field, the popular _commissary sergeant
Company D., who operptee the farm,sillei
a sty for his hogs on &spot between
the cave and the reaidencie. He noticed
that the hogs were doing an unusual
ount of rooting, and on a further in-
legion he found that they had un-
Revered numerous bones which a close
iespeetion showed to be from human
skeletons.
Mr. Littlefield continued to push his
investigation and discovered that he had
run upon an ancient place of burial 19
is said that soores of bodies had basal
laid there and many of their skeletons
are in a fair state of preservation. The
bodies were not buried in coffins nor put
deep under ground. Each grave seems
to have been made but a few feet from
the surface and walled round with
rocks. The uniformity with which the
graves were made suggests that it was
the custom to bury the dead without
oofficig, as the small and crudely con•
structed repositories were only lage
enough to hold a body.
FURTHER INVESTIGATION.
Mr. Littlefield is making arrange-
ment. to begin excavations, and interest-
ing developments in reference to the
mystery are expected. Persons who
have seen the graves and bones believe
the bodies were buried hundreds of
years ago, and the bones way once have
been covered with the flesh of a prehis-
toric rice.
BEVERLY NOTES.
_
After a prolonged period of drizzly
gloom, the glad beauty of earth smiles a
benediction. Nature's throbbing heart
beats responsive to the touch of the
farmer. She awakes, and smiles, and
' outstreched arms, enfolds us. The=
Sates peeping cautiously to see if old
Winter has °eased his fond backward
glances at Shy Young Spring, throw off
their warm hoods and prepare to greet
Sr May.
. Not alone the flowers—but B oferly is
"looking up"--really and truly on the
rise. She now boasts of two imposing
stores.
Mr. Geo. H. Major has moved from
Howell into the Adams store and his
r.
y to his home at Beverly.
, BA. Whitlock still occupies the
Word building and is acting poet master
till Renal Delivery deposes him. Noth-
ing like competition to bring down
prices—and merchants too! At any
rate, it is time so tees one's friends.
Some of the farmers fear owing to
unseasonable weather, that the planted
corn will not generate. Wheat looks
surpassingly well, but is ever the most
deceptive of crops, in quality, quantity
and price. The past two days are of
tbose most unwelcome in a farmer's
life. Every man from seventeen to
twenty years, had to share in working
the roads, and some excellent work in
culverts etc., was done under the super-
vision of Mr. E. B. Majors the efficient
road overseer, preparatory for grading
by Mr. Jno. K. Major.
It would be amusing and pleasant to
!
elle the city "exquisittes" working their
Wrests as our best blood young men
have to do the made—and it seems an
unjust discrimination. Ah well! all
the laws are made against the farmer.
and tho' he feeds the world and is, nom-
inally the • King of the earth," he does
not, y sense, wear the crown, or
compensation for his products.
No wonder the boy leave' the farad I and
yet, some of the world's greatest men
have come from the plow•handle. Its
former years tanners would loon to let
wives and daughters work; but now tit
not uncommon to see the wife, to oar..
fully reared and exempted from work,
mil pretty refined daughters, perform-
tag services that should not be, by them
—while the husband and father en-
joys himself variously in leisure, as of
yours. Talmage rightly says: "This is
what is killing thousands of women—
over work, and trying to make five
dollars do the work of seven. There is
a loaf to be made—a loaf that cannot be
011eetened by any earthly condiments,
OM cannot be baked by any ordinary
oven—the loaf of domestic happiness.
All the ingredients are from heaven;
fruit from the tree of life, sweetened
with the new wine of the kingdom, and
baked in the oven of home trial
God only can make teat loaf. You
Oen out it, but it takes God to make it."
The entire community was shocked
Ind pained to learn of the recent death
at Kaufman Texas, of Mrs. Jno. fleeter,
who had just moved from Beverly. She
was a sister of Mr. Howard and P. H.
Major and of Mrs. Jno. Greenwood, a
most excellent and beloved woman sin-
cerely mourned.
Mrs. Arthur Roberts is • visitor to
Mrs. T. H. Major.
MINOS Hattie and Emma Major and
Mrs. Mollie Major are visiting Mrs. Mt
nor Cayce.
Mesdames Jno. Majors of Church
Bill, E. B. Majors and Mrs. M. Cayoe
!spent a day at Mrs. R L. Word's with
their baby-girls--all sweet and pretty
and dainty in infantile loveliness, but
we must yield the palm to our Beverly
baby. Mrs. Erastus Major's -Little
Annie Ruth."
Miss Katie Townes, owing to Illness
gave up the school at Beverly and is
succeeded by Miss Bruff of Jallan, who
has a flourishing school and is a oompe-
tent teacher, we learn. A teachers life is
laborious and the renameration never
oompeosatory. We are in truest sympa-
thy and friendship with them all, with
pardonable pride in Miss Katie Townes
Am glad to know that the Nsw ERA
hl gaining friends and has additions to
its list at Beverly.
DEATH OF MRS. LEAVELL.
Geed Welles Passes Away At Her
Home Near Beverly.
Mrs. Lizzie Leavell died yesterday
afternoon as four o'clock at the home of
her son, Mr. L. L. Leaven near Beverly
Her death was caused by Bright's dis-
ease and other oomplicatiens. Mrs
Leavell was the widow of Mr George
Leave'', who was a prominent citizen
of this county. She wee 65 years of
age and an influential Christian woman
of fine intelligence and many splendid
traits of character.
Two sons, L L Leavell and Richard
Leavell, survive her. She was a WOMB-
tent member of the Methodist church.
The funeral will take place this after-
noon at two o'clock at L. L. Leavell's
residence. Rev. Boales will officiate
The intermenewill take plan as Hope-
well cemetery.
• • •  • " o •••.7.V. ••• "••••••••
Game Preservation.
By the courtesy of Mr. Geo. 0. Long
we have before as a copy of the biennial
report of Mr. Z. T. few ey, commis-
sioner of fishes and
The state of ludians with thirty-two
other states of the un:on, maintains a
fish and game commission which is ap-
pointed by the governor and whose
work le is to aid in the propagation and
distribution throughout the state of fish
and game and the better protection of
those already in the state
This report of Oommissioner Sweeney
made to the governor gives an account
of his work and contains a great deal of
interesting and useful information. It
is handsomely illustrated with color&
pictures of She Ringnecked Pheasant,
Mallard Duck, Bob White and Fox
Equirrel and cuts of all the fishes found
in the different streams of the state,
and it also treats of the Belgian hare
industry.
In his introduction, Mr. Sweeney says
that until within the last few year..
the opinion generally prevailed among
our citizens that game and fish laws
were for the benefit of the rich. This is
now conceded to be a mistake. The
rich man can have his sport whether
there is protection in his locality or not,
for he is not confined to it, but the
whole country is open to him as a sport-
ing ground. If game and fish are scarce
in a neighborhood, he has but to step
on a train and in a few hours be trans-
ported to a country where they are
plentiful; but the poor man and the
man of average means, who have to
work from month to month, have no
each opportunity and unless they can
find game and fish in their own locality,
are practically cut off from hunting and
fishing. The people now see clearly
that the protection of game and fish is
in the interest of the average man rath•
er than the rich man. In reality the
nonprotection of game is for the bene-
fit of the wealthy man, the game dealer
and the market hunter, while the pro-
tection Is in the interest of Ile man of
moderate means.
It was with the view of getting the
people of Christian county aroused to
the truth of what Mr. Sweeney has said
bat the organisation of the L.A 8 was
recently formed here. The game lawn
of this state are good as far as they go
if observed, but they need to be ma
generally complied with, and n
mending in several important 'minion
lars.
We also need a commissioner iimil
to those provided by other state', an
"Game Warden" whose especial du
shall be the enforcement of the laws
If from no higher motive, self pro
tion should lead to some such mov
ment, as our neighboring states are
alive to the situation and are providing
for the protection of their fish, birds
and forests and ours will be left to be
ROB PA'NE'S 6001) FORTUNE.
Appointed To Life Position is Regal.'
Uov. Bradley, Who Want-
IS JUDGE.
Tinsley Made Attorney
and Sharp Marshal.
Army.
Provident McKinley yesterday made
588 appointments as First and Second
1
' Lieatenants in the regular army, subject
1
I 
to examination All the appointees are
serving, or have served with the volun-
teer..
1 Fourteen are named from Kentucky,
i two being at large appointments One
I is from Hopkinsville—Cat t. Robert C.
Payne.
The full list of the Keetucky: ap-
pointees is as follows:
Watson Lindsey, Robert E. Winstead,
Paul 0. Galleher, and Wilford Twy man ,
of Louisville; Arthur G. Sharpie'', of
Lexiogt gn ; Marti u B. Wilhoit, of Niuh-
olasville ; William A. Hayoraft,',, of
Frankfort; Robert M. Shearer, of Coy •
logion; Robert 0. Payne, of Hopkins.
vine, and Carroll Powers, of Flemings-
burg. The state-at-large appointees are
James K Watkins, of Williamsburg,
and Lau Weed Cardwell, of Harrods-
burg.
Cape. Payne's friends here are rej3ic-
ing over his appointment to a life posi-
tion, and the opportunity for him to
follow a militery career, which has al
ways been his stub:time He is a son of
the late Louis Payne, and is 25 years
old. Be served for years as an officer
in the State Grier is and was Lieutenant
in the Third Kentucky regiment i n Cu-
ba during the Spanish-American war.
Some time after the regiment was m tor-
tered out of service, he secured an ap-
pointment as Lieutenant iu the 89th
Volunteer Infer try. Just before his
company sailed for San Francisco for
the Philippines, the Captain died and
young Payne was promoted to the va-
cancy. His servioe in the Philippines
has proven his splendid qualification'.
SINKING FORK NEWS.
Rev. Davis preached to a large congre-
gation at the Christian church at this
place last Sunday:morning.
Mrs. Jim Underwood is very sick from
pneumonia.
A number of yourg people at this
place are expecting to visit Pilot Rock
next Sunday. They ate anticipating a
highly enjoyable time.
Miss Berta Hitter has returned home
after spending the winter at Mathew,-
villa. We gladly welcome her back, for
she has been greatly missed.
Mr. Eddie Hill is confined to his room
by measles.
Mr. 0. E. Smith and wife, from near
Greoey, were in our midst Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Id Hill spent Sunday
at the home of Mr. J. T. Stevens.
Miss Z era Humphries is just recover-
ing from an attack of mumps
Mies Ellen Smiley, of Gracey, spent a
few days with friends in this vicinity
this week.
Mr. John Marquess and wife, of Oern
lean, visited at the home of Mr J. D
Smith last Sunday,
On sootount of the rainy weather the
fanners have not planted very miteh
00rD.
"Dorrrnan and Twrman," what have
become of yen? We would be glad to
hear from von again. Fss&
Sinking Fork, Ky , April 25, 1901.
Iteeeste Year Dowels With caaeareete
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
NI. We. It C. C. C. tau, drusxiste refund mom.
Don't you wont to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry C. Gant, - Pres
E MrPhorson. SAC &Tres
THE RACKET,
TI-1= =IC+ STOR=.
NOTICE A FEW GF THE HAMMERED DOWN PRICES
Shoe Department.
Ladies Dress tillage, patented tip
lime front, 75c, 98, $1 10, 115, 1 96
Ladies late style stock tip lithe and but-
ton shoes, 51 85, 144, 1 50, 160, 1 78. 1 st
2 00. Misses Drees Shoes, 15, 20, 28, 89.
45c and up Ladies heavy epos' 76, 85
98c, $1 10, 1 15, 120,125 Mena dress
shoes $1 Ott, 1 25. 1 85 1 48, 1 60, 1 76,
1 98 and up to 9 00. !dell/ work shoes
at bargains. If any of these shoes
should rip we mew them up for you, if
you will return them to us.
Notion Department.
Mena white linen collars as low as 5o
Mens celluloid collars, 4 and Sc. Mans
ties from 1 to 500 Mae suspenders 8
10 15, 18, 20, 26, 80, 86, 40, es, eee.
Mena balbriggan undershirts, 19. 25, 80,
85o and up Drawers to match at the
same price. Mens drill drawers as loW
as 15c Mens good driving gloves 50 So
95o. Mans fancy socks from 5 to 26e.
Special values in menu odd pants from
gee to $2. Mena overalls 30, 86, 40o up
Boys pants 10, 16, 20, 26, SO. 854:3 and up
Bey@ waists or bodies. 15o and 25c
Bo's suite 980, $1 20, 1 25, 1 48. 1 65
1 75 Bays wash snits, 150, 60 and 65c
Mena drummer sample hats at $1 This
is your chance to buy a good hat at a
cheap price Mena w001 hate, 50. BO 76o
Boys wool hats, 26o, 85, 480. Mans and
boys straw bats at prices that will open
your eyes. Boys and misses caps, 15. 20
251. Telescopes 48o to $110. Suit cases
483 to 81 Si) Buggy whip. 5, 10, 15, 20,
93, 85, 48o
House Furniehings.
We are still offering straw matting'
at 10, 11, 12%, 15, 18, 20, 23, 25, 29, tido
Ingrain carpets 1 yard wi•ie as low as
23o limes rugs i A plenty of them.
end in nice designs, price 33, 50, 75, letle,
$1 26, 1 76, 2 25 and up. linee rags are
bargains Felt window shad's with
fringe, 85, 45, 60, 75c. Lace curtains,
88, 49o, 65, 75, 98o, $1 25 and up. See
them before you purchase from oth.r
stores. Chenille portieres 82 19, 2 8',
8 00 and up. Tapestry portieres $1 86.
2 25 and up. Curtain poles 10, 15, 190
Geod 0000a mats 50c, and many other
bargains, to be found at our store Come
the Racket and get your share of Its
many saying bargains.
Mons Shirts.
Mans work shirts, 18, 20, 25, 20, 86, 40
46, 50c. Meng negligee dreg+ shirt. with
collars and cuffs attaehed 25, 85, 39, 45,
48, beic and up. Mena good percale drew
ening with two separate collars, 48 150e
Kens line soft be ocie colored noel
shirt., 36, 39. 483 and up. Meng white
negligee plain front dress shirts. 48, 40
65c. Some of these shirts are the listed
style with pleated bosom Mens white
unlaundried shirts 25 and 351. Meng
fine white laundried shirts, 60, 75 and
980.
J. M. WARD, Mgr.
ed the Job, Turned
Down.
(Special to New Ere.)
WASHINGTON, D. C, April 26.—
President McKinley today appointed
Judge A. M. J Cochran, of Maysville,
to be judge of the new Eastern Kinkel-
ky judicial district.
He also eppointect Judge James II
Tinsley to district attorneythlp and
ex-State Treasurer Stephen Sharp, of
Lexington, to the United States mar-
shaiship.
The appointment of Judge Cochran
no surprise. Ex•Ceov. Bradley was a
prominent applicant for the Oboe and
string ly endorsed, but it has been known
since his damaging evidence in the
Ripley triel connecting W. B. Taylor
with the Goebel assassination that he
would be turned down.
Tinsley was made District Attorneyl
in deferentes to the wishes or Repromm-
Wive Boreiug.
The Department of Justioe in select
log assistants to District Attorneys is
usually guided by tie wishes of the
District Attorney, and ills believed that
Judge Tinsley will recommend the ap-
pointment of Judge George fit Davison,
of Stanford.
BRIGHT PUPILS.
The following grades are the result of
an examination held at Haselwood
School, Julien. "The Honor
quires 75% general average
5TH CLAPS.
Flordnce L (bum Gen.
Garrott W. Sallee
William F. Reynolds
Mary Oooper Sallee,
Maude F Cayoe,
4tH CLaeii.
Mary Rebecoo Sallee.
Thomas E Cayes
Alva Grace Sallee
Granville F. Oayce
2we c L•
Harry O. Wsdlington
Joseph McAllister
IST CLASS
Wallace Roy Wadlington
Jennie West, teacher.
• •
Roll" re-
Ave.
• 4
6 I
4 6
7834
74;i
62%
074
78%
ea 594
70%
AMUSEMENTS.
• •
" 79%
66%
" 614
" 68%
66
Music lovers will be glad to learn that
Wrara's Band %ill present an entertain-
ment at Holland's Opera House about
the micdle of next month. This organ-
aation, twenty-two of our young men,
have quietly but diligently developed
themselves into a 111 litany band of
which any city might well be proud.
rheir appearance and their music at
the Tabernac;e1!.st week in the "Old
Fiddlers Contest" were a great surprise
to the majority of those present, for
very few of our people were aware that
the oily bad a hand They will have
the bandanas of several local Ulises
whoa* talent has often dellehod oar
people, and with the addition of a tow
specialties by artists from a chasm*,
the bend will put on a program this
will please every one in the vast an-
dience who assemble. The New Fite
will have more to say about tots as oleo
plans mature
Mr. W. A. Wilgus has kindly un 1 ir-
semen the management of thee-An-Cain.
meat and all know that he always
geese in to succeed.
Mr. H. H. Holman, of Madisonville,
who was one of the judges at the Fid
Fiddlers Contest recently held in this
oily, proposes to work up's similar en-
tertainment in Hopkins county.
TO PREVENT PNEIINUN IA AID
GRIP,
Laxative Bromo-Quinine removes the
cause
OUR
$1
MEN'S
S U ITS
'FOR
d SPRING
Hart,
Schaffner
& Marx
I .
Tailor
Made
Clothes
te,••••el I\" • •IN •
Are right on the top
rung of fashion for
style, tailoring and
perfect fit. Being
made right they are
bound to give satis-
factory wear. It is
the
Hart, Schaffner k
MIrx Make
and that means to
find their equal else-
where is to pay a
much higher price.
The Proof is Here!
Ies up to you to
INVESTIGATE!
3%4)34)933333-39
• 
44
Headquarters
FOR EVENYTHENTO IN
HIGH CLASS, UP-TO-DATR
.Dry Goods.
Black Silks, Fancy Silks, Blank Dress Goods, Col—
ored Dress Goods, Fancy Goods, White Goods, Dress
Trimmings, Lace Gurtains and everything to be found
in an up-to-date store. First class goods at low prices
are genuine bargains, but inferior goods are dear at any
price. It hail always been the aim of this house t3 get
the best and to sell only the best that a given sum of
money can buy.
Carpets Mattings and Linoleums.
In all the new colon and design.. Don't you know
it will pay you to buy from headquarters?
I do not pay railroad ferns but I sell goods so cheap
that my customers can pay their own fares and still save
money by trading with me.
T M. Joiie,
Main St. - Hopkinsville,By.
•EKEEKE**Efte
Frankel's
You can pay
Five Dollars
for a hat and
.00. be no betterSpecial S3
pleased than
HAT! with one of
Frankel's Specials at Three! See
all the Latest Shapes in Soft and
Stiff we are showing.
ITIMMMITTIMIMMTMMTIMITTIITIMPIMN
Trunks and Valiscs
By a peculiar combination of circumstances coupled
with the ability to handle large quantities, we are in
direct touch with the largest manufacturer of trunks
and valises in America. We pay no drummer's com-
mission—no middle man's profit and we give our cus-
tomers the advantage of our purchases.
E Trunks, $1.25 to $16.50 1
Leatherette Suit Cases, I
1.50 to 2.00.
E t Sole Leather Suit
 Cases, 
f3an e, 3.75 00. aBuy Your Boy's 
r Ld 
a
Clothing' and SOle Leather Suit Cases,
Le ier 
1PrciShoes at o d. 6.00 to 9.50. aa
FRANKELS! E
3. 1110 CrS011 Co.WE ARE SHOWING THE "SWELLEST" E  1
CHILDREN'S SUITS, HATS AND SHOES. 
DON'T FAIL TO SEE OUR STOCK.
AND MOST LIP-TO - DATE BOY'S AND E
,
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•
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IVALAKINOTOW. April 21.- In this dia.
course Dr. Talmage sounds the praises
of the world's Redeemer and puts be-
fore us the portraits of some of his
great disciples and exponents; text
Jabs lii. 31, -He that cometh from
abovets above all."
The most conspicuous character of
Uttar" steps out upon the platform.
The finger which, diamonded with light,
petneed down to him from the Bethle-
hem sky was only a ratification of the
tiger of prophecy, the finger of gene-
alogy. the linger of chronology, the fin-
' ger of events-all five angers pointing
IS ••• direction. Christ is the overtop-
pi figure of all time. He is the vox
humans In all mask, the gracefullest
line in all sculpture, the most exquisite
mingling of lights and shades in all
palatine, the acme of all climaxes, the
deele of all eathetiraled grandeur and
the peroration of all splendid language.
The Greek alphabet Is made up of 24
Mere and when Christ compared him-
self to the first letter and the Last let-
ter, the alpha and the omega, he appro-
priated to himself all the splendors
that you can spell out with than two
letters and all the letters between them.
I am the alpha and the omega, the be-
ginning and the end, the first and the
Wt." Or, If you prefer the words of
the text. "Above all"
It means, after you have piled up all
Alpine and Himalayan altitudes, the
glory of Christ would have to spread
Its wings and descend a thousand
leagues to touch these summits.
a high mountain of Tinsman; Osea, a
high mountain. and Olympus. a high
mountain. but mythology tells us when
the giants warred against the gods
they piled up these three mountains
and from the tep of them proposed to
scale the heavens, but the height was
not great enough, and there was a
complete Mum And after all the
glants-Isalah and Paul. prophetic and
apostolic giants; Raphael and Michael
Angelo, artistic giants; cherubim and
aeraphian and archangel, celestial
glante-have failed to climb to the top
of Christ's glory they might all well
mite In the words of the text and say.
that corneth from above is above
Itn."
Christ Sets the lazamele.
First. Christ must be above all else
In our preaching. There are so many
beak is homiletics scattered through
the world that all laymen, as well as
all clergymen, have made up their
maids what sermons ought to be. That
allineas in most effectual which most
.111111011‘17 pets forth Christ as the par-
Amer MI da and the correction of all
4011. Iadfvldeal. social. political, 1*-
. Mena There is no reason why we
ring the endless changes on a
telW phmagge. There are those who
that if an exhortation or a Ma-
rch:are frequent mention of just,-sanctification. covenant of
and covenant of grace, there-
!** it Must be profoundly even-
glitmal. while they are suspicious of a
dbiesurge which presents the same
tenth, but unbar different phraseology.
New, Imeg thin in nothing in all the
St As
=ward tremens that we inherit-
Miss iginillmosiszo or
al Olen the Latta sad the Oriel and
the tadmilmegiaa bet ire ban a right
re marshal it la religiose diseessioa.
Christ sets the inelegle.La Ipsutne.
tine were treat the Mas, the
the spIttle, the salvo, the banyan
SAL the crystals of nit, as well as
Ibe esaa and the stars, and nods
not peeps= In ogr Sunday school 'Asca-
lon and in our pulpit address to he pot
es tlie Smits.
I kasw that there Is a great deal said
to our day amain= words as theses
they wore nothing. They may be =M-
used, bit they have an imperial power.
They are the bridge between soul and
said. between Almighty God and the
Jamsa nee. What did God write upon
*oldies st some? Words. What did
CM= ether es Neese Olivet? Word&
Out of what did Christ strike the spark
fefth.Illnualeaties of the =lease?
Out of nerds. "Let there be light"
1011111/glit was. Of course thought Is
the eine aid words are only the ship,
but haw fast would your cargo get on
wittiest tbe mbiri? What you need. my
Mamie In all your week, in your Sun-
day defied claw in your reformatory
instlihdloma. and what we all need in
to elliorge oar vocabulary when we
to speak about God and Christ
heaven. We ride a few old words
to IWO when there la soca Illimitable
resemea. Shakespeare employed 15,000
Ofaseest words for dramatic purposes;
employed 8,000 different words
purposes; Rufus Choate m-
over 11,000 different words for
"purposes. but the most of us have
this a thousand words that we
mans" leas than 500, and that
is so___
Verdes Tor Direst
t MIS we come to set forth the love
St aria, we are going to take the ten-
derest phraseology w berever we find it
sad It It has never been used in that
4111Pe41.le before all the more shall we
me It. When we conic to 'peak of the
of Christ the conqueror, we are
to draw our similes from trium-
phal arch and oratorio and everything
gpeM and stupendous. The French
navy has 11 lags by which they give
admits*. but them 18 flags they can put
_ •
eeeree
.4•4•••.
• 
• i•
ill/ 'r/ el
fitth
I COAL
Does not warm except
through combustion.
Food does not nourish
accept through digestion.
You may aa well hug a
coal pile to get warm am
expect to get nonrish-
nista out of food which
cev
eannot digest. Dr.
s Golden Medical Discovery mires
dissesse of the stomach and organs of
Mitasintilate food and so put atand nutrition. It enables the
sesmd flesh and develop strong muscle.
eves praise 1 would like WOW yew 'Golden
Discoorry • I cement near Is words or
deserthe with pew* erris eerater B. Ambrose,
Iss., of tams it Wake , Ts.
-• wes taken deem wietiletrsitrep sicians
Wellyelitel. I deogred with the beet
bent sad heed me retie / were "vs
sat se. s rsishiso Musk is jilt sot and I
Weed then advised sae to use Doctor
Osidsa Medical Discooery I took three
and I kit so good that I copped-befog
We I Wok, eared. have so sysaptore• of gas.
bit Weldebe or isdigesttoo sow -
Adviser is free on receipt of stamp
Dr. Pier* Common Sense Medical
to pay coot of mailing owe Send 21
one-cent stamps for paper or 31 stamps
for cloth binding, to De. R. V. Pierce,
Inflalo, N. Y.
e
!JAPANESE
PILE CURE
A New sad Complete Treatment rosiest
Mid of numeostiortes. Capsules of interest
Ward two bores of Ointment. A sever-Cure of Piles of every nature and &a-
gree. IS Jewel an operation with a knits,
wheel is painful and often remits in death,
Wallelleeeeiry. Why endure this terrible die-
sels We peek a IV ri tten Guarani... In ev-
e es1 • tea. zeo Core. so Pay. 110e and 11 •
hos. Sfer IL Dent by mall. Samples tree
OINTX.IfT 26C ANA) 60C.
castipano„ caree.Prisgrreveated
Purifier. mus
Jwssases 
mad 
saver Ponies,
tee ere= Laver Mia Wegarte
sod Moo/ k trispleigli!
we to WM; especially adapted for child-
ens, lb 4-ens Re,
Anderson &Fowler.
CASTOR IA
The KIM You Rave Always Bought, and which has beem
In mite for over DO years, has bore the signature elf
and has lionsa made under his per.-
sena* frojerriidon since Its infancy.
Allow no nue to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of'
Infants and Children-Experience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Ontario is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-
goric, Drops and Seething Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worn=
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhcea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Trembles. cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It amdmilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Peninces-The Mother's Friend.
CINUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Boars the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bough
In Use For Over 30 Years.
ere sereesee sesseasse. v asestrer woes,. were woe errs
And I have to tell you that thew stand-
navy have 18 Bags by which they give
combinations Infinite and varieties
everlasting. And let me say to young
men who are after a while going to
preach Jesus Christ. you will have the
largest liberty and unlimited resource-
You only have to present Christ in
your own way.
Jonathan Edwards preached Christ in
the severest argument ever penned,
and John Bunyan preached Christ in
the sublimest allegory ever composed.
Edward Payson. sit* and exhausted,
leaned up against the side of the pulpit
and wept out his discourse, while
George Whitedeld. with the' mamer
and the voice and the start of an actor,
overwhelmed his auditory. it vreald
have been a differeut thing if Jonathan
Edwards bad tried to write and dream
about the pilgrim's progress to the ce-
lestial city or John Bunyan had at-
tempted an essay on the human will.
Brighter than the light, fresher than
the fountains, deeper than the was, are
these gospel themes. Song has DO mel-
ody, flowers have no sweetness, sunset
sky has no color, compared with these
glorious theme*. These harvests of
grace spring up quicker than we can
sickle them. Kindling pulpits with theft'
fire and producing revolutions with
their power, lighting up dying beds
with their glory, they are the sweetest
thought for the poet, and they are the
most thrilling illustration for the ora-
tor, and they offer the mart intense
scene for the artist and they are to tbe
embaseador of the sky all enthusiasm.
Compete pardon for direst guilt.
Sweetest comfort for ghaellast egos,.
Brightest hope for grimmest death.
Grandest reserreetin ter deftest sop
either. Oh. whet a mpg preatlit
Christ over all In His Ma, his
*altering, his oilmen% his parables.
his sweat, his tsars, his bleed, his
steasniset, his latsecessies-what ale.
riots themesi Do we *meets, filth?
Christ Is its object. De we have love?
It ramose es Jean fold'we a tee
Wee for the church? It Is beams Christ, who died that I might live!
Christ died for it. Have we a hope of Oh. glorious grave! Oh, what a glori-
heaven? It is because Jesus went ous thing it is to die! Oh. the love of
ahead, the herald and the forerunner. Christ, the love of Christ!" What did
Slaved Three/1M Christ. Mr. Topiady, the great hymn.ntaker.
The royal robe of Demetrtus „oa so say in his last hour? "Who can mesa-
costly, so beautiful, that after he had tire the depth of the third 
heaven? Oh
put it off no one ever dared pat It on. ! the sunshine that my soul! I 
shall
But this robe of Christ. richer than soon he gone. for surely no one
 can live
that, the pest-set and the wannest and here after such glories as 
God has
the worst may wear. "where manifested to my soul."
abounded grace may much more I What did the dying Janeway say? "I
can as easily die as close my eyes or
turn my head in sleep. Before a few
hours have passed I shall stand on
Mount Zion with the one hundred and
forty and four thousand and with the
just men made perfect, and we shall
ascribe riches rued honor arid glory and
found bow, through calla, he was majesty and dominion unto God and
pardoned and sewed he wrsts t„the Lamb." Dr. Taylor. condemned to
burn at the stake, on his way thither
broke away from the guardsmen and
west bounding and leaping and jump-
slender sinner, and you don't much ex- lag toward the fire, glad to go to Jesus
tol the mercy of God, but we who have and to die for him. Sir Charles Ease
been much very awful ginners pease in his last moment had such rapturous
his grace the
 more now that we be„ I vision that be cried. "Upward, upward.
been redeemed." Can It be that you upward!" And so great was the peace
are so desperately egotistical that you of one of Christ's disciples that he put
his fingers upon the pulse in his wrist
tad counted It and observed Its halting
beats until his life had ended bere to
begin in heaven. But grander than
that was the testimony of the wornout
first missionary when in the Mamar-
tine dungeon he cried: "I am' now ready
to be offered, and the time of my de-
pantile Is at hand! I have fought the
health in us. And then take the fact good gem I have finished my course"
that Christ gathered up all the notes I have kept the faith. Henceforth
against us and paid them and then of-
fered us the receipt.
And how much we need him In our
sorrows! We are Independent of cir-
cumstances If we have his grace. Why,
he made Paul sing In the dungeon, and
under that grace St. John from desolate
Patmos beard the blast of the apoca-
lyptic trumpets. After all other can-
dles have been snuffed out this is the
light that gets brighter and brighter
unto the perfect day, and after, under
the bard hoofs of calamity, all the
pools of worldly enjoyment have been
trampled into deep mire. at the foot of
the eternal rock, the Christian. from
cups of granite,My rimmed and vise
covered, puts out the thirst of his soul.
The nose grew.
Again I remark that Christ is above
all in dying alkerlatkem. I have sot
any sympathy with the morbidity
abroad about our demise. The emperor
of Constantinople arranged that on the
day of his corosation the stonemason
should come and consult him about his
tombstoos that after awhile be would
need, and there are men who are mon-
°misdeal on the subject of departure
from this life by death, and the more
they think of It the less prepared are
they to go. This is an unmanliness not
worthy of you, not worthy of me.
Saladin. the greatest conqueror of his
day, while dying ordered the tunic he
had on him to be carried after his
death on a spear at the bead of his
army, and then the soldier evg and
anon should stop and say: "BetwIld all
that is left of Saladin. the emperor and
conqueror! Of all the states he con-
quered, of all the wealth be accumu-
lated, nothing did he retain but this
shroud!" I have no sympathy with
sueb behavior or such absurd demon-
stration, or with much that we hear
uttered in regard to departure from
this life to the next. There is a cow-
mon-sensical idea on this subject that
you and I need to consider-that theta
are only two styles of departure.
• thousand feet underground, by
nee of torch tolling in a miner's shaft.
• ledge of rota: may fall upon us, and
we many die a miner's death. Far out
at sea, falling from the slippery rat-
lines and broken tbe hslyards, we
may die a sailor's death. fin mission
of mercy in hospital, amid broken
bones and reeking leprosies and rag-
tag ferns, we may die a philanthro-
pist's death. On the field of battle,
into 66.000 different combinations. ! serving God and our country, sings
through the heart, the gun carriage
may roil over us, and we may die a
patriot's death. But after all, there
are only two styles of departure-the
death of the righteous and of the
wicked, and we all want to die the
former.
God grant that when that hour comes
you may be at boom! You want the
hand of your kindred in your hand.
You want your cbildren to surround
you. You want the light on your pil-
low from eyes that have long reflected
your love. You want the TOM still.
You do not want any curious strangers
standing around watching you. You
want your kindred from afar to hear
your last prayer. I think that is the
wish of all of us. But is that all? Can
earthly friends hold us when the bil-
lows of death come up to the girdle?
Can human voice charm open heaven's
gate? Can human hands pilot us
through the narrows of death into
heaven's harbor? Can an earthly
friendship shield us from the arrows
of death and in the hour when sateen
shall practice upon us his infernal
archery' No, no: Alas, poor soul, If
that Is all! Better die in the wilder-
ness, far from tree shadow and far
from fountain, alone, vultures circling
through the air waiting for our body,
unknown to men and to have no burial
If only Christ would my through the
solitudes, "I will never leave thee; I
will never forsake thee." From that
pillow of stone a ladder would soar
heavenward, angels costa( and going,
and across the solitude and the barer&
nese would come the sweet notes of
beavenly minstrelsy.
Se Kee @Mutat&
Gordon Hall, tar from bane, dying
Ii the deer of a Mathes temple. MIK
'Oleg to they, 0 Omit' What did dt.
lag Wilberforee say te his wits? "Oen,
mid sit boil& am sad lot no lath st
Imam I serer kW, WWII hippies,"
was until I found MHO." What did
dying Hannah More say? "To /0 to
heaven, think what that Is! To 10 to
abound."
"Oh. my sins, my sins,' said Martin
Luther to Sesupits; "my sins, my sins!"
The tact is that the brawny German
student had found a Latin Bible that
had made him quake, and nothing else
ever did make him quake, and when be
friend, =yew: "Oeine over and join us,
great and awful simmers saved by the
grace of God You wets to be only a
feel yourself In drat rate spiritual trim
and that from the root of the hair to
the tip of the toe you are warless and
Immaculate? What you seed Is a look-
ing glass, and here It is in the Bible.
Poor and wretched and miserable and
blind and naked from the crews of the
head to the sole of the foot, full of
wounds and putrefylag sores. No
there is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness, which the Lord, the
righteous judge, will give me in that
day, and not to me only, but to all
them that love his eppearingr Do you
not see that Christ is above all In dying
alleviations?
Toward the last hour of our earthly
residence we are speeding. When I see
the spring blossoms scattered. I say,
"Another season gone forever." When
I close the Bible on Sabbath night, I
say, "Another Sabbath departed."
When I bury a friend, I say, "Another
earthly attraction gone forever." What
nimble feet the years have! The roe-
bucks and the lightnings run not so
fart. From decade to decade, from sky
to sky, they go at a bound. There is
a place for us, whether marked or not,
where you and I will sleep the last
sleep, and the men are now living who
will with solemn tread carry us to our
resting place. Brighter than a ban-
quoting hall through wide's the light
feet of the dancers go up and down to
the sound of trumpeters will be the
sepulcher through whose rifts the holy
light of heaven strearneth. God will
watch you. He will send his angels to
guard your slumbering ground until.
at Christ's behest, they shall roll away
the stone.
At the Kodeosseee Vent.
So, also, Christ Is above all In
heaven. The Bible distinctly says that
Christ is the chief theme of the celes-
tial ascription, all the thrones facing
his throne, all the palms waved before
his face, all the crowns down at his
feet. Cherubim to cherubim, seraphim
to seraphim, redeemed spirit to re-
deemed spirit. shall recite the SaTiOnell
earthly sacrifice.
Stand on sonic high hill of heaven
and in all tbe radiant sweep the most
glorious object will be Jesus. Myriads
gazing on the scars of bis suffering, in
silence first, afterward breaking forth
into acclamation. The martyrs, all the
porer for the flame through which they
passed, will say. "This Is Jesus, for
whom we died." The apostles, all the
happier for the shipwreck and the
scourging through which they went,
will say. "This is the Jesus wit= we ,
preached At Corinth, and in Cappado-
cia, and at Antioch, and at Jerusalem."
Little children "lad In whits will say,
"This is the Jesus who took us In his
arms aid blessed us. and when the
Norms of the world were too cold and
INCH ESTER
"NEW RIVAL"
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
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loud brought 1111 Into this beautiful
place." The multitudes of the bereft
will say. "This is the Jesus who com-
forted tie r% iltql our heart broke."
shiny neho had ‘‘ teetered deer off
trout Go, and piko,Le'd into vagabond-
ism. hut were lot visi io grace, will say:
-This iii the Jean.. who pardoned us.
We werellest on the mountains, and be
brought ,is home. We were guilty, and
he made us white as snow." Mercy
houndlems, grace unparalleled. All
then. after each one has recited his
peculiar dell verances .and peculiar nee.-
cies. recittel them as by solo, all tile
voices will come together in a great
chorus, which 'Mall make the arches
re-echo with the eternal reverberatiou
of gladness :Mil peace and triumph.
Edward I was so anxious to go to the
Holy Land that when he wad about to
expire he bequeathed $160.10 to have
his heart after his decease taken and
deposited In the Holy Land, and his
request was complied with. But there
are hundreds today whose hearts are
already in the holy land of heaven.
Where your treasures are, there are
your hearts also. John Bunyan, of
whom I spoke at the opening of the
discourse, caught a glimpse of that
place, and in his quaint way he said:
"And I heard In my dream, and. lo, the
bells of the city rang again for joy.
And as they opened the gates to let in
the men ,& looked In after them, and.
Ia. the city shone thr sun, and
there w4e streets 0 f gold, and men
edwalk them. harps In their hands
to sing praises with all. And after that
they .bat up the gates, which when I
had seen I wished myself among them."
[Copyright. 1001, by Lotus Klopeek N. T.]
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PAL.ATABLIC)
Better Than Calomel and Quinine.
/Contains no Antonio) The Old Reliable
•
Excellent General Tonic
As Well WI a sure cure for CHILLS and
FRYERS, Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers and Bilious Fevers
IT NEVER FAILS.
Jose t you need at this season.
Mild Laxative,
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Don't
take any substitute. Try it 503 and
$1.00 bottles. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettei Co.,
(11CORPORATID)
Louisville, Ky.
ödol
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and recon-
structing the exhausted digestive or-
gans. It la the latest discovered digest-
ant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency. It In-
stantly relieves and permanently curse
pjspepsls,, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Mame, Sour Stomach, liausi
Rick Headache, Gestralgia.Crampeand
all other results of imperfect digestion.
IMitaigstlgt:iryiesseiaftstaimestelg:
entered W 11 itsWITT CO.. Chines
laid by R. 0. Hardwick
The NEW YORK WORLD.
Twina. Week Edition.
Almost a Daily at Price of
a Weekly.
The presidential campaign is civet
but the world goes on joss the same
sod It is full of news. To learn lob
news, just as it is-promptly and ha
partiaily -all that you have to do is sr
book in the oolunits of The Thrtoe-,
Week Edition of The New York World
which comes to the subscriber 166 times
a year.
The Thrice-a-Week World's dliii-
g.noe as a publisber of first news hos
given it a circulation wherever the gir-
lish language is spoken-and you want
II.
The Them-a-Week Woile's regular
subscription price is only $1 00 per year.
We offer this unequaled newspaper and
The Weakly New Era together one year
for $1.66
The regular subscription price to $2 00,
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Dailat4
TRAM-MAW
*50 COPYRICINTS 4
OBTAINED 1
AIME AS TO PATENTABILITY CREE
Notice in " Invenstioe Age"
Book 'Sow to &sesta Patents" r
alseepos moderate. No fee till patent le secured.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Bunter Wood Hunter Wood J1
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, unitain oyes
Plantar. Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE. . KENTVOKY
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
Dr. Jag. B. Oldham,
Dr. Lula E. Oldham..
..Osteopaths. .
Graduates American &noel of Osteo-
pathy, Kirksville, Mo. All curable dis-
eases (bosh acute and chronic) success-
fully Rested without the use of drugs
or knife. Corner 10th and Clay Streets,
Oonettitation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a specialty. 'Phone 164.
R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon,
Office McDaniel Building.
app. Omni House.
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°Moe 27e
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Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lint
meat cures rheumatism and nears/ea cm.
TOUCHES TIN SPOT Al druggist'.
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k te ASK FOR OUR NEW PARIS SHAPES
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W. P. worms, E. B. INIONT
Winfree & Knight,
Real Estate.
The season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or will
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
charge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look as prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to see
as if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
Farm of 170 sores in Caldwell Co,.
Ky.. 4 miles from iltoottsburg and I. 0 -
K R. and 8 miles trom Princeton Ky.
This farm has a good frame dwelling
10 rooms, good stook barn,tobs000 barn
graivary, good out houses, 2 good wells
and floe spring, 100 acres of the land Is
in fine large White Oak timber.
A splendid farm of 80 sores, good
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco
barn, apple and peach orchard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of stock
water, walled cellar, land fertile end in
a high state of cultivation. On Public
road within. miles f (hooey Ky. Will
be sold at a
500 acres Ai/0)er land about
one mile fro;n1r7town of Louisa in
Laurence County Ky.. and bounded on
the East by the Big Sandy River and on
the west by the L & N. R. R. It is
covered with fine poplar and hickory
ember and is very desieible property.
Will sell cheap or exchange for proper-
ty.
175 acres of land with improvements
4 miles from Hopkinsville on Madison-
ville road. Cheap, $111(0
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and all modern con-
veniences; everything new and ID ex•
ielleat repair; house piped for water
tod gas, and wired for electricity; good
'eller, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings; nice shade trees.
Chia property will be sold at s bargain
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
eiange for farming land in this section:
lel sores in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Pawn county, 900 acres in lieruando
ounty and 160 scree in Hillsboro coun•
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make tarpon-
Ans. For further description, etc., see
as.
One of the most desirable houses in
'be city for boarding home; centrally
located, oonveuieut to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good term of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
robacitio barn, good frame stable 88.180
feet, 40 acres in line timber, good level
.and and a desirable farm convenient
o schools and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad street., 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ngs, cistern, etc. Cheap and on tee-
tenable terms.
Stook of goods, noes house and rest.
leaos for sale at good lowu on L, X•
it. 34 Yirit.olasspayiug basilica, Moo
mations good asighborlion, chamber
sad wheels onneiset, residues
to ms, water works 11111 modern lin.
peoveamon, 11= sera et OW greend
with mildness geed resins ter selling
Esstdsnos,5 rooms, stable, (*triage
none= and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and seshard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Kentucky College,
11,600. Will sell this plaoe at low price
red on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on oar-
nor of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
el*, feet on Campbell street by 186 feet
tO alley, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
°smeary outbuildings, nice 'hada trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bombe, carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place.
Good farm 918 sores, on Nsahvillt
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well,
large new barns, stables and greenery.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two sores
of ground fronting on first street and
running book to the river.
186 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $5 Der acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
MO feet deep. House has six rooms,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsays' Mill property, embrao
ing a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, two
cisterns and all necessary otabuildings
and 80 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
85 acres of fine land just outside toll-
gate orePalmyra road. $66 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
about 800 acres.' Will be converted into
or S tracts. Soid on (way terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
ar.d kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price $000.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinseille, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup 'ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 9
porohes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Prim $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of . the best
neighborboqds in South Christian, con-
venient to postoffIce, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hail, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, I new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, baggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp.
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful valiant lots on Walnut
street. 4.1k
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Flue farm of 2e5 acres in. neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
156 acres of land near Clarksville
pike, 8 miles from Elopkinavtlle. $40
per acre. Very destreable.
Very desirable suburban reeittenoe,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and In
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
outside the city imita on one of the best
.tree
A nice residence at °silky, Ky. Loo
01 10 acres, six room cottage and Mt
room office in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable and
carriage house and, all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and church;
5.miles 'from .Hopkinsville with good
pike nearly the whole distanoe. Splen-
did location for a doctor.
A two story cottage on South Camp,
bell St., lot 70x185% feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
spewing • on second floor; Liao
splendid dry opUar 18:14 feet with brick
walls and floor, good oistern,00al home.
meat house, kindling home and servant
house. TERMS-One third cash, bal.
anoe in four equal annual permeate,
6 per cent. interest on deferred pay.
inmate.
An elegant farm of 150 acres on Cox
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinrrille;
will improved, good dwelling, 6 looms,
stables, granary, corn and all necessary
out houses; first class land in fine con-
dition.
Valuable store room on Main street.
One of the best business locations in tee
Wurreae & Sitan.
'0141CN55TEN•41 gM3ussm
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FINE DROVE HIM CRAZY.
Padui.sb drocer Brought tiere-Imuisity
I. Family.
From daturday's,dally.
Mr. 0 U. Leisner, a Padoceh grocer
went other Monday over a flue assessed
against him in the °bona court for
keeping his plso3 of business open on
Sunday.
Yesterday he was adjudged insane
and brought to the asylum here
His mother several years ago went
mazy and jumped into a well, one brc-
Sher committed suicide by cutting his
throat and a sister and brother were
sent to the asylum
•16..
had piles so bad I could get no rest
nor find a cure until I tried DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. After using it once
I forgot. I ever had anything like piles."
E. 0. Bohm, Somers Point, N. Y. Look
rut for imitations. Be sure you ask for
DeWitt's.. R 0. Hardwick.
NEW DAWSON WELL
Another fine 'mineral well has been
disoovered at Dawson. The well was
dug for the new business house of Geo
M. Price. It has a fine flowing vein.
Spring coughs are specially dangerous
and unless oared at once, serious results
often follow. One Minute (lough Oar-
acts like magic. It is not a common
mixture but a high grade remedy. B
0. Hardwick.
NEW TELEPHONES.
The manager of the Pembroke tie
phone exchange has a force of men at
work on a new line to Kennedy. •
line WO just been completed which con-
IMMO S number of Fairview farmers
with Pembroke.
 
Alr-r•
"Last winter I was oonfined to my
bed with a very bad cold on the lungs
Nothing gave me relief. Finally my
wife bought a bottle of One Minute
Cough Cure that effected a speedy cure
I oan not speak Soo highly of that excel-
lent remedy." Me T. K. Houseman,
Manstawney, Pa. R. 0. Hardwick.
Touches the Spot,
doe! Julatantes Bellnionna Masten
-every slot where there is wcalturais
peso, say entail "Sow womb%
lbw seethisg, how qinellits, hem
stetegthasiag it is," ray those who
ham felt tins their son sown, et
on any plane whore =terml relief is
possible. It even ewes ges4lehmas.
It is clean, safe and speedy. On the
!woof the genuine see the Bed Cross.
JOHNSON • J011,040/1,
Meastaoteriag Clismans, New I
Nasal
CATARRH
Is all Its stages thwe
should be cleanliness.
Eirs Cream Balm
elsanses,sootbes sod seals
the disea•ed membrane.
It enres•atarrh and drives
misty a mid is the hoed
quickly.
Cream Balm la eared lets as sestrus, spreads
ever the membtane ad s ataoreeL Bout lain
mediate me a ears foams, kW set drying-dens
sot proems ansastsg. large She *0 soots at Draw
gees or by mail; Trial Sims 10 cents b7 mail.
SLY BROTHERS, OS Weirton Street, New Yeah
G(14)41'Pre# WALL PAPERStr. New, to
So Roll. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Samples for stamp
r. it Cady Co., Providence R. L
  V
FORTUNES
ASSURED
for all by the Plan of the
PATINA
PLANTATION
COMPANY.
Lends-Patties valley, Honduras.
Honest Management, Liberal Term.,
Strictly Co-operative.
Grand.,
Combination ofall 
investment 
n oso Joni-
; Setter Than Any Simla.* Bask.
A bonze and wealth easily acquired; sum-
o er the WP111) year. A healthy climate Fe-
vers unknown. By the Patuca Plantation
Company plans you become a participator
in the profits made from large plantations
and other lIndustrial enterprises, besides
owning an improved individual plantation
in size according to your means.
Three Crops a Year. Market at Your
Door. Free Deed. Free Life Deur-
awe. Absolutely No Risk.
The standing of the Directors of the Patti-
es Plantation Company is vouched for by
any Mei cantlle Agency and the best banks
of Cleveland, 0.
Write for full information to
The Poluca Plantation Company,
406-9 Sets building.
m:8 4w Philadelphia, Ps.
PIUM
and Whiskey Its
cured at home with-
DR. wooLLEY
out pain hook of ci•
tieJlare sent FR 
•
Os. Ofoo. lot orth Pryor Si'
azzivr FREE
to housekeepers-
liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of BEef
oodir 'BOOK
Lad
Selling how to prepare' delicate
&ahem s dishes.
"Doug e 0. Box WM, New York
a•eg. Aiwa •ert Diel
tor C1111 G111
is Mg, .. seassolalble Woe=
Irlrb Yea Metou tesi.s sIhur.ern,
=2.4..er sendiarre
eTerattriet Eits::IladtienszLsam.1=1.711Sha:
tura Waal. Meer*kHsr
all 
C
Dryer. Oa.
Ibelboibblepeper. liadimer"1:2rAtErirs.
PA
HAIR BALSAM__biflor hat
a lurarrot peva.
1/ 
ale 415117, VerlitrEbui.•gm* 11.0eere
altroord flier%reels
BOOK AGENTS WANTED roh-
a. "needed mad Orelmbillgief brit ever peelers&
Pillpit Echoes
OR LIVING TACTIle Pelt MAD AND WEAR!
""lesIst.net. seetents beat ilsessros with ha
Looters Inesterl 
_
y D. L. oody
11.7:te: PrsZaMei,
sad ea Istroldfr.,-. b.
irg:41 TV _
weretivaik
alfalfa try . case.,.
he ibre yews
1. LW in.
Sr aed
V
Sigle5
GARNETT
RIPLEY
CLEARED.
Jury Brought in Verdict
Of Not Guilty.
Eipecial to New Era.'
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 10.-A
verdict of nos guilty was returned this
morning in the one of Capt. Garnett
D. Ripley, of Henry county, charged
with being an accessory before the fact
In the Goebel sasessination.
AFTER THREE HOURS
The Jury had the case three hours,
deliberating from 9:40 to 1180 o'clook.
When the verdict was read by the
circuit court clerk, Ripley said to the
iarY
"Thank you, gentlemen."
To the newspaper men and others
who gathered around him he said he
was so happy over his acquittal that
nothing elm could enter his mind an
he was unable to tell of his plans as t
She future.
There was only a small crowd in the
court helve when the verdict was re-
turned, and it occasioned no tact
ment
These !anions little pills, DeWitt's
Little Early Risers, will remove ill Ia
parities from your system, cleanse yen
bowels, make them regular. R. 0.
Harkwick.
LEAVE FOR OKLAHOMA.
From Friday's daily.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex S. Ocix and Mrs.
Frank Watts and children left Wednes-
day for Oklahoma, where they will re-
side. Mr. Oox and Mr. Watts will en-
gage in the insurance business. Th
best wishes of their many Christie
county friends follow the femilies tc
their new home*.
MULES
Nice lot of mules for sale-from ton
to six years wktf OHM; LAYNE
PRESIDENT HOWELL.
The Olinton Demcorat has started
boom for W. R. Howell for President o
the United Statist. The Democrat says
"Ool. Bill Howell, at present Coln
monwealth's Attorney in the Hopkins
vtlle Judicial District, is making at
rangements to run for tiongrese in th
Second District nest year. Ool. liowel
may be President yet."
NOTICE.
All parties having claims against the
estate of Bridget Blomenstiel deupasel
ate needed ,to file same with under
signed executrix of said Bridget Blum
seals& deceased, properly proves os oi
beton the Wes day of April int Al
parties ladsbtsd to said estate are soil
On to nil aid sell Is sass with the as.
sotstano4 as ease Taw Mg Oat day Of
April intil
Wan
Essesnis of limonite iit.titisserum
W it.
HILLMAN LAND.
Tenn? Hillman, ot Birmingham. Ala
and his sister, Mrs. Franklin, of Nash
rills, have each sold their one-seventh
intent:et in the Daniel Hillman hinds Is
Trigg and Lyon counties, embracing
several thousand acres of mineral and
timbered lands. St. Louis capitalists
were the parohesers.-Oadis ,'ird.
Don't Let Them Suffer
Often children are tortured with Itch
Log and Darning eft ema and other ,akin
thalweg, but Bacirituo'sCArnica Sale(
heels the raw sores, expels inflammation
leaves;the skin without a 'soar. Clean,
fragrant, cheap, there's no, salve on
earth as good. Try it. Ours guaranteed
160. Anderson & Fowler, J. 0. Cook,
L L Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, druggists.
WILL MANAGE LAUNDRY.
/gem Friday's daily
Mr. T. L. Metcalfe and Miss Jessie
Oa will leave tonight for Ft Smith,
Ark. Mies On has resigned her posi-
tion with J. H. Anderson & Go, and
will take charge of the business depart-
ment of Mr. hietealfe's steam laundry
Pt. Smith.
I have been troubled with indiges-
tion for ten years, have tried many
things and spent much money to no pur-
pose until I tried Kodcl Dyepepsia Cure
I have taken two bottles and gotten
more relief from them than all other
medicines taken. I feel more like a boy
than I have felt in twenty years." An-
derson Riggs of Laney Lane, Teem.
Thousands have testified as did Mr
Irtgge. R. 0 Hardwick.
.1
EPISCOPAL CONVOCATION.
At the Paducah convocation held in
Fulton Iasi week, Rev. R. 8. Carter, of
this city, was el'cted secretary and
treasurer. The time of holding these
seD11-013 nnal:setsiona has been changed.
Hereafter the April term will be held in
June and the session that heretofore has
been held in October will be held in
January of each year.
Ion will waste time if you try to cure
indigestion or dyspepsia by starving
yourself. That only makes it worse
when you do eat heartily. You always
need plenty of good food properly deres.
ted. Kodol Dyspepsia Oars is the r-sult
of years of scientific research for at-me-
shing that would digest not only some
elements of food but every kind. And
itt. the one remedy that will do it. R.
0. Hardwick.
DIED AT OLMSTEAD.
Slater Of Mr. Alex Warfleld Succumbs it
Blight's Disease.
Mrs. Thomas Browder died of Bright's
disease yesterday morning at seven
o'clock at her home in Olmstead, Ky
She was 60 years of age and a husband
and five children survive her, Mrs.
Browder was a sister of A. G. Werfield.
OEShis city. The interment took piece
today at Russellville
Avoid all drying inhalants and use
that which cleanses and heals the mem-
brane. Ely's Cream Balm is snob a
remedy and sures catarrh easily and
pieseset)y. clad in the head vanishes
quickly. Price 50o at druggists or by
mail.
Catarrh mused difficulty in speaking
and to a great extent loss of hearing.
By the use of Ely's Cream Balm drop-
ping of moons has teased and volts* and
bearing have greatly improved -J, W.
Altera*, at Lew, Yosaioatk,
An Old friend S. S. S. ha boabefore the publidfor manyfrom a smallning, it hese ily
worked its way to
the front, nod is now known in every city, town and hamlet in the country. Its
staunchest friends are those who have known it longest and have witnessed its
wonderful curative powers in their own families or among their Maids sad
acquaintances. Grateful patients in all parts of the country tell of their restoration
to health and happiness, and the testimony of these is the highest evidence el do
medicines worth. S. S. 8. is more popular today than ever in its history-no
other remedy stands so high, has ever given such perfect satisfaction or is so
reliable in the cure of Cancer, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Contagious Blood Poison,
Scrofula, Eczema, Psor.isis, Salt Rheum, Acne, or any disease that originates in
the blood. Being strictly a vegetable preparation, you will find it agrees with you
much better than a drug store concoction or any of the widely advertised potash
and mercury remedies, which affect the bout-a, muscles and stomach, rattan
ltheumaLtem or Dyspepsia. Helen
Don't Experiment-have never tried S. S. S., you erM be
surprised at the immediate good effects.
Take S. S. S. for no sooner does it get into the circulaUce than the
appetite increases; you grow stronger, and gradually
but surely it drives out the poisons and restores the blood to a healthy condition.
If there is a sore or ulcer on the body, it begins to heal around the edges, the dis-
charge finally ceases and the place gets well; muscular and bone pains vanish, and
the skin is relieved of all itching, irritating eruptions. Nervous, run down and
anaemic people will find S. S. S. just the medicine they need, for blood poverty
and illy nourished nerves are responsible for their condition. For old people and
children S. S. S. has no equal; being free from all minerals, it does not nauseate
or have any injurious effect whatever, and keeps the blood in good condition, thus
fortifying against disease. Experience teaches what is good and what is notgood'
this applies particularly to medicine, and 8.6. S., a remedy that has • the
confidence of the people for nearly 50 years, must have merit-IT Cense, is the
secret of its success. Vihen you call for S. S. S.
don't be persuaded to accept something else-
there is no c-ilistitute for S. S. S. It is the only
guaranteed purely vegetable blood purifier, and
the safest end b.et for all blood and skin
troubles. Do not let them force an inferior
mineral remedy on you because there is a larger
profit in it. If you have any blood or skin dis-
ease, don't hesitate to write us about it; our phylk :.ms will carefully cone*,
your Qin and advise you without charge. Book on Blood and Skin Disease fag&
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, Q‘.
11
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Your Roof should
the warm weather.
new roofing or guttering
We are prepared
promptly and reliably.
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HOW Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY KY.
TO NEW
SECURE
IT 
ERA who pays One Dollar for a year's sub-
scription in advance will be presented with the
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
Ali Old Snbecribers can secure the Eclipse Egg Canter upon the
peythead at all arrearages and advancing the subscription one year.
, . Talra advantage of this offer AT ONCE as it may be withdrawn at
mai time. Call on.or address,
11V. 2Vr nral. CO.
HOPICINSVILLE. BY.
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